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Introduction

Eugene O'Neill is a revolutionary of the American
theatre.

81s dramas,

unlike any before bia time,

invaded

the melodrama-soaked consciousness of the American audi
enCes of 1920 and forced

them

experience of their times.
tist,

to revalue the theatre

As O'Neill was a unique drama

he pulled sUbject and sources from personal experi

enOe as well as from the society and theatrical conven
tiona which surrounded him.

What was particularly

interesting about bis approach to theatre was the way in
whicb he allowed it to become bis interpretation of life.
Eaoh of his plays,

beginning with Bound

~ ~

and ending with the chilling autobiographical
~ ~'~

eXistence.

Journey

~

Night,

Cardiff,

tragedy,

dramatizes a facet of bis

Coupled with this fact is that O'Neill offers

to American audiences each work as a unique gift to their
selves,

to be analyzed,

discussed,

pondered,

and eventu

ally absorbed and understood.
O'Nel11's message 1s generally,

(AA Wildernessl),

pessimistic.

tbe eyes of a man who felt
self linked an individual
eXistenoe.

with a few exceptions

O'Neill saw life through

that an understanding of the
to the meaninglessness of

8uman beings have no real sense of

10 a world without purpose or significance.

belonging

Life to

v

O'Neill consisted largely of the struggle of the self with
itself.

The motion and the spirit which animate all

thinking things 1s tbe search for identity.

It is a

universal collective problem of mankind.
~

Bairy

~

embodies this struggle.

oenters on one character,

Yank,

The play

who 1s the symbol of the

American victimized by a perverted democratic system.
Yank believes be 1s a leader--the super-stoker,
startft--of the universe.

His

illu~ion

ftde

is quickly des

troyed by the appearanoe and subsequent verbal insult of
Mildred Pierce.
uPPer classj

Mildred represents the aristocracy--the

sbe 1s equally as dissociated with the real

ity of her existence as she claims Yank is. Yet ber adop
tion of the typical artificial facade of ber class allows
ber to be indifferent to this fact.
tbat

ber 1nab11ity to belong is

Yank'S.

88

Wbat is ironic 1s
strikingly obvious as

There is clearly no true spiritual difference

between social classes of human beings.
Yank,

however,

insulting epithet.

1s totally destroyed by Mildred's
Be bas never before conceived of him

self as a "filthy beast," and be bas not imagined that
another person's perception of his sele would be so con
trary to his own.
Therefore,

Yank 1s obsessed with the idea of revenge

agaiDst his tormentor.

The rest of the play deals with

v1
Yank's two-fold quest: revenge against Mildred Pierce,
a searcb for bis identity.

Tbe dichotomy of his search,

all too clear in the Fifth Avenue scene,

eventually gives

value only to Yank's searcb for bis identity,
to comprehend that
Pierce,

aristocrat,

and

SB

he begins

the hypocrisy predominating in Mildred
includes all of American sooiety.

When Yank finally confronts bis nemesis--tbe ape--ln tbe
final

scene of the play,

O'Neill bas opened him up to a

degree of senSitiVity seldom achieved by Americans.
It 1s at this point that O'Neill's unconscious radi
ates through tbe drama and the words,
sage amply qualified for analysis.
cage,
ape:

soreams to tbe sky,
nChrist,

where do I

and exposes a mes

Yank,

in the gorilla

after he bas been crushed by
get off at? Where do I

the

fit 1n?

This moment of agonized sensibility echoes the feelings of
many Americans,

including OINeill,

decades of the twentieth-century.

during the first
O'Neill urged American

individuals to become introspective and search for a pos
sible meaning to tbeir existence in an increasingly mean
ingless world.

The answer,

O'Neill seems to promise,

not ignite tbe soul with wonderment and joy.

Rather,

will
vhat

viII be discovered 1s tbe futility of life and its abso
lute meaninglessness.
Witb bis death,
Yet,

for

Yank dies at the end of the play.

bis SUffering is overj

the audience,

he finally belongs.

the citizens of the United States,

vii
the agony is just beginning.

O'Neill hoped that Yank's

death would provoke a confrontation with the mechanized,
depersonalized,

one-dimensional,

twentietb- century America.
Americans could change,

valueless society of

He did not really believe

however.

He did,

nevertheless,

hOPe that his message would open the minds of Americans to
an introduction to the never-berore-encountered reality of
their lives.
O'Neill's revolutionary tendencies extended them
selves into his role as soclal critic.
life,

be associated witb those radicals and bohemians who

disagreed with,
sive~

In his personal

and were discontented with,

politics of the country.

ment" as a sham.

~progres

the

O'Neill saw this

~improve

8e perceived American mass culture to be

contrary to the democratic principle of the country.
Furthermore,

he found

the atmosphere of contemporary Amer

ica to be inimical to individual
fervently mirrored this opinion.

expression.

Bis drama

It was unlike any Ameri

can theatre seen by Americans in any oentury.

OINeill did

not want to cater to the comfortable definition associated
with the American theatre of bis time.
different.

8is drama would be

O'Neill created discomforting messages and

modes of presenting these themes which exposed the audi
ence and its surroundings BS artificial and potentially
void of all individual characteristics.

viii
Eugene OINeil1 was obsessed with the idea of belong
ing.

It stemmed from bis own personal experiences and

encompassed bis reactions to the American theatre and
society of his time.

O'He!ll was deeply committed to try

ing to sort through tbe conflicting emotions and beliefs
which resided in bis mind.

Be could never quite reconcile

himself to bis existence nor to bis identity.

In a way,

O'Neillls emotional and spiritual confrontations are a
blessing for

the American public.

These personal crises

generated revolutionary plays which mark tbe birth of a
"new" American theatre in tbe twentieth century.
My goal 1n this paper is to aacount for one of tbose
contributions, O'Neill's expressionistic play,
~.

~

Hairy

The analysis includes an investigation of O'Neill's

personal life:

his wavering faithj

bis alcoholic binges as

a mode of escape from bis unconscious feelingsj
tionship to bis familYj

bis love of the sea;

belief tbat he did not belong.

bie rela

his own

Coupled with this investi

gation are two sborter sections which involve an explora
tion into the theatre of O'Neill's time;
Players and David Belasco,

tbe Provincetown

as well as tbe expressionist

influences of such playwrights as Augustus Strindberg,
Ernst Toller,

and George Kaiser.

And tbe third cbapter

which traces tbe first

two decades of Amerioan society in

the twentietb-oentury,

conjoining actual events witb tbe

1x

tbemes 1n tbe plays as interpreted through the mind of
O'Neill.

The fourth and final

personal interpretation of
It 1s my belief tbat
ages of American tbeatre.

~

~

section of my paper i5 my
Hairy
Hairy

~.

~

transoends the

Its theme of self-identity is

one vith vb1cb Americans in tbe 1980s are just as con
cerned vith as they were in tbe 19206.
the vision to foresee
American theatre,
transoendent work.

this fact.

hovever.

Eugene O'Neill bad

His contribution to the

goes way beyond this single

He shares bis plights,

and answers with all of America,
all Americans do tbe same for

agonies.

fears

and subsequently makes

themselves.

CHAPTEB

1

Eugene OINeill's Personal Background (1888-1916)

On October 16,

1888,

tbere was born to tbe American

tbeatre a revolutionary.

Tbis man would pave the way for

a drama which would probe into the deeper inner motives of
man's behavior.

Through his plays,

some Americans would

discover the complexities of their inner and outer
eXistence.

That which Americans had lost,

sions witb their unfulfilled desires,

their obses

and the fear

result

ing from their inability to connect with their true iden
tities would be key themes 1n the drama of Eugene O'Neill.
What is important to understand is tbat tbese themes are
tbe products of O'Neill's personal psyche.
belong,

bis urge to love,

His need to

and bis fear of 10s1ng falth in

bis own purpose are represented and embodied in his drama.

It would be thirty years before Eugene Gladstone O'Neill
penetrated American theatre circles,

but

his indelible

mark began at birth.
Eugene O'Neill was born on Broadway and Forty-Third
Street at the Barrett House in New York.

His ironically

situated birthplace is representative of that whicb was to
come.

OINeil1 was almost literally born in the theatre.

8is fatber,

James OINeill,

was an enormously popular

"classical" actor who frequently

toured tbroughout the

United States witb bis family in tow.
O'Neill,

Eugene's mother,

their constant

travels.

Ella Quinlan

on the otber hand,
Sbe was a frail,

suffered from

devoutly

2

Catbolic woman wbo developed a dependency upon morphine
immediately following Eugene's birth.
~ ~'~

play,

Journey

~

Night,

It is suggested in

O'Neill's autobiographical

that Ella's addiction resulted from her husband's

miserliness.

At Eugene's birtb.

James had engaged the

services of a quack doctor wbo alleviated Ella's birth
pains with morpbine.
himself for

Subsequently,

Eugene always blamed

bis motber's morphine addiction.

he knew be was the reason for

Indirectly,

ber pain.

This conviction beoame important in O'Neill's
creative life.

The fact

indicates tbat blame,

that it occurs at the beginning

guilt,

and misappropriated responsl

billty were cornerstones of his view of human life.
O'Neill felt

that be should not bave been born,

did not belong.
Journ~ ~

tells us:

Nigbt,

"As it Is,

feels at home,
wanted,

The cbaracter of Edmund in

tbat he

~ ~'~

representative of O'Neill himself,
I will always be a stranger wbo never

who does not really want and is not really

wbo can never belong,

who must always be a little

in love with death." 1 This sentiment,
in Edmund's adult years,

although expressed

is a reflection of an unconsoious

feeling which began at O'Neill's birtb.

It demonstrates

O'Neill's suffering and alienation from bis family and

1

Eugene O'Neill, kQng ~'~
Haven: Yale Unlv. Press, 1956),

Journey
p.153.

~

Night

(New

3
himself.
Bis own Bense of self-worthlessness is repeated over
and over in many of the characters of hie plays.
Smith in the final
reasons for

scene of

~

Hairy

~

Yank

Questions the

his birth and searches desperately for a

tification for

his existence.

WCbrlst,

where do I

jus

get off

at? Where do I fit io?_2 Such anguish is expressed by
O'Neill throughout a great part of his life.
baving been born.

Be lamented

and he was convinced that bis inability

to belong somehow stemmed from the conviction that it was
bis birth that
addict.

had made bie motber into a narcotics

Tbis guilt prompted an alienation and 10ne11ness

wbich O'Neill could never fully overcome.
O'Neill's sense of alienation inoreased as he grew
older.

He had no secure emotional environment

fall back on.

to rely and

His brother Jamie, ten years his senior,

was constantly away at boarding school.

Bis mother's add

letion allowed ber to be Quietly detached from her young
son,

ber husband.

and ber surroundings.

His fatber.

the

greatest stage WCount of Monte Christon of all time,

was

an intimidating man who seemed more concerned witb bis
profeasion and fame than for
son.

2

tbe needs of bis youngest

This lack of attention transcended O'Neill's cons-

Eugene O'Neill,
1972), p. 232.

~

Hairy

~

(New York: Handom House,

cious to his unconscious and was falsely perceived by him
as an intangible untoucbable flaw in bis own character.
Eugene's emotional needs were so great

that

the constant

traveling which occurred during this time exacted a
psychic oost upon him.
permanency.

Eugene always longed for roots and

Be yearned for an environment in whioh he

could find stability.

Be longed for an identity which

WOUld decrease the insistent pangs of Is01ation and 81ie
nation.
One possibility of a pleasurable esoape was in books.
OINeill was an intelligent,

perceptive child who read

voraciously rather oomplex works at a very early age,
such autbors

8S

Kipling,

Anatole France,

by

and Tolsto!.

"Even as a child be was detacbed from his physical back
ground,

preferring to escape into an imaginary realm where

he could not be hurt by a remote mother or an overwhelming
father.

Be was moody and oversensitive. n3 Tbis sensitivity

can be directly linked to bis feelings of insecurity.
O'Neill lacked the proper environment,

both physical and

emotional,

which aid a child in oreating a strong self-

identity.

Yet what is particularly important about his

detachment is the fact
outlet.

that he used books as a creative

Tolstoi gave the young Eugene a reprieve from

3Artbur and Barbara Gelb.
Row. 1962). p. 62.

~INeill (New York:

Harper

&

5
continuous introspection and self-pity.

His reading

afforded bim the occasion to lessen his guilt over his own
eXistence.

Eugene realized that if be avoided bis feel

ings by some kind of outlet,
feel

he would not oontinuously

as if he lacked a place in the world.

His urge to be

lOved and belong would lessen the greater bis focus upon
the fantasy provoked by bis escape into books.

This

method of non-involvement 1s a constant theme in O'Neill's
life and bis plays.
excessively,
adUlthood),

The stokers of

~

Hairy

to escape tbe realities of their oppressive
Bickey,

in

~

Ioeman Cometb,

uses alcohol as

a medicine to numb the pain of his existence.
in

drink

(much the same way O'Neill would in bis early

conditions.

Jones,

~

~

Emperor Jones,

Brutus

creates his own private king

dom to satisfy bis lack of connection in a repressive
racist society.

Each of these creations 1s a recreation

of O'Neill's early reliance upon books as a means of secu
rity and detachment.

Yet,

it must be stressed that tbe

bOOks were a positive influence,
negative escape vehicle.
insecurities,

whereas the alcobol was a

Botb were related to O'Neill's

which stemmed from tbe fear he connected

witb tbe recognition of bis alienation.

It was these feel

ings which prompted his reclusive reaction.
During O'Neill's early childhood,

biographers have

identified two strong physical influences whioh relate

6
directly to his psyche,
was his nanny,

and thus to his work.

Sarah Sandy.

Sarah was a good-hearted

WOman, mucb devoted to Eugene.
delighted in tbe macabre.

The first

Nevertbeless,

sbe

Sbe invented borror tales of

ber Own and enjoyed regaling Eugene witb the sordid
details of contemporary murders.

For diversion,

sbe often

took him to the Chamber of Borrors at the Eden Husee.
She probably cbanneled her frustrations into
tbis
viVid
form because she felt as isolated and unbe
longing as Eugenej
ber
terrified
but
attentive
listener
was a perfect captive audience .•• her lu
rid stories may bave begun to stimulate an imagi
nation tbat was later to hold audienoes spellbound
with vivid accounts of terror and doom. 4
Sarah had an obvious unconscious influence upon O'Neill.
Beoause she was an authority figure,
believed ber.

he obeyed her and

Their experienoes togetber were undoubtedly

stored away 1n OINeill's mind only to emerge later in his
~e

work.

may recognize a hint of the wax figures of the

Eden Musee in tbe mannequin-like Fifth Avenue people in
~

Bair3~.

Tbis reflection,

intended to represent the

dimensionless personalities of American men and women,

is

perhaps a carryover from Eugene's early museum experi
enCes.
It is O'Neill's tbeatrical experience,

however,

wbich

can be classified as perbaps tbe most positive aspect to

4Gelbs, Q'Neill.

p. 61.

7
his cbildhood life on tbe road.

Eugene's early acquain

tance with the theatre was extraordinary.
allowed into the privileged wings.

Be was always

Tbere he would watch

bis father play countless versions of the "Count of Monte
Christo" and he would perceive tbe technical backstage
operations of many classical productions.
five,

By the age of

he considered bimself sufficiently steeped in the

ways of the theatre to understand that he would never be
able to respect its lack of realism.

Eugene's experiences

with tbe classical productions of bis father were influen
tial

to the extent that tbey spurred bis revolutionary

dramatic tendencies.

O'Neill disliked the superficiality

of tbe theatrical productions of his childhood.
retrospeot,

In

he considered this embryonic feeling as one of

the catalysts bebind bis playwriting.
My early experience with the
theatre
througb my
fatber
really made me revolt against it. As a boy
I saw 80 much of the old, ranting
and
artificial
stuff that I always bad a sort of contempt for the
tbeatre. 5
This contempt became tbe impetus of tbe avant-garde tbea
tre movement in America.

The plays of Eugene O'Neill are

a direct antitbesis to all tbat tbe traditional tbeatre,
embodied by his father,
against

the stifled,

represented.

O'Neill rebelled

motbball-like atmospbere of Amerioan

drama at an early age and unconsciously assumed a position
5Gelbs, ~INeill, p. 64.

8
which would put him at the forefront of new American thea
tre in the twentieth oentury.
O'Neill's education became more traditional when he
was placed in a Catholic boarding scbool at tbe age of
seVen.

This change of environment did not,

however,

decrease bis sense of loneliness and alienation.
Academy of Ht.

St. Vincent in Riverdale,

At tbe

New York,

O'Neill

continued to be immersed in bis books and was a solitary
and obedient young man.

Be learned and recited his

catechism and seemed to be completely satisfied witb Roman
Catholicism.

Bia religious faith,

assuage his sense of instability.
use bis religion
of self-identity.

8S

bowever,

did little to

O'Neill was unable to

a means of connecting with some kind
8is Catholicism was a learned faith.

It did not appear to be deeply felt by the young O'Neill
in any way whatsoever.
years that
his faith.

It was not until bis high school

Eugene seriously thought about and questioned
It was at this time tbat his attaohment to bis

religion was severed forever.
in his decisioD,
family:

Two major reasons figured

and both involved a member of O'Neill's

his mother and his brother.

In the summer of 1902, O'Neill became aware of his
mother's morphine addiction for
O'Neill,

the first

baving run out of morphine,

time.

Ella

had tried to commit

suicide tbat summer by throwing berself from a dock.

9

O'Neill never quite forgave her for this incident.
Indeed,

it would appear that the suioide attempt aggra

vated O'Neill's already guilty relationship with his
motber 6 .
~

In many ways,

Night,

as detailed in ~ ~'~ Journey

O'Neill had regarded his mother as he would

tbe Virgin Hary, wbose very innocence consummated bis
feelings for ber.
for it,

Ber suicide attempt,

and the reasons

destroyed all the illusions and faith O'Neill bad

in bis mother.

The reason for her morpbine addiction,

although at that point still unclear (yet unoonsciously
and guiltily understood by O'Neill),

justified many of

O'Neill's contradictory feelings toward bis mother and
himself.

To a great extent,

Eugene's alienated identity.

Ella could be blamed for

Ber inattentiveness,

based

heavily upon her morphine addiction, was the basis for a
O'Neill

great deal of unhappiness in Eugene's early life.

became completely cognizant of this fact during tbe summer
of 1902.
In the fall of 1902, O'Neill's entrance into Betts
Academy,

in Stanford, Connecticut,

preparatory sahool,

a non-sectarian

allowed for further crystallization of

bis atheist opinions.

At Betts, O'Neill was--probably in

reaction to the emotional shock of bis mother's suicide

6

Margaret Loftus Renald, ~ Eugene ~'Neill
(London: Greenwood Press, 1984), pp. 535-536.

Companion

10

attempt and bis own wavering religious faitb--a constant
rebel.

Be oontinued to be oonsumed by reading.

found

tbe erotic Baudelaire,

cies,

to be a perfect combination for

liberated Oscar Wilde,

O'Neill

witb bis Jansenist tenden
the company of tbe

tbe political poet Dawson,

and the

superman philosophy of Zaratbustra from Nietzcbe's
Spak§ Zaratbustra.

O'Neill had lost his faitb.

~

This oon

dition was aggravated and perpetuated by bis brother
Jamie.

wJamie symbolized bard-boiled maSCUlinity and

stimulated his revolt against easy sooial graces wbicb a
prickly youngster tried to envy and emulate.· 7 Jamie's
waooial graoes" were really vioarious metbods of escape.
Be,

like Eugene,

ily.

suffered greatly from bis unstable fam

At tbe age of twenty-four,

alcoholic.

Jamie was a cynical

He bad a formative and destructive influence

on his brotber,

primarily related to tbe idea of alcohol

as an escape from

tbe realities of bis existence.

Eugene was at Betts,

Jamie made it a point to introduce

his younger brotber to liquor and brotbels.
fifteen,

While

At tbe age of

Eugene had become a hardcore drinker and woman

izera
Croswell Bowen in bis article WThe Black Irishman, W
finds

the roots of O'Neill's rebelliousness in this

7Elizabeth S. Sergeant, "Eugene OINeill: The Han Witb A
Mask, W in ~ Under ~ Andes (New York: Knopf, 1927), p.

89.

11
cbaraoterization:

"A man wbo bas lost his faltb and who

spends his life searching for

tbe meaning of life,

for

philosoPhy in wbich be can believe again as fervently

a
as

be once believed in the simple answers of the Catholio
oatechism. ft8 A Black Irishman 1s often a brooding,
tary figure wbo drinks
conscience.

Eugene,

to escape the nagging of his guilty

Jamie and James Sr. all appear to

suggest elements of the Black Irishman,
their excessive drinking,
ritual.
stressed.

The fact

soli

particularly with

whicb was an O'Neill family

that it was a metbod of escape must be

For Eugene specifically,

lier positive escape with books.

it replaced the ear

Now,

he could completely

numb bis senses and continue to avoid bis feelings of i80
lation and alienation toward bis existence.
O'Neill continued bis drinking wben he entered
Prinoeton University in tbe fall of 1906.

His bebavior at

this time is characteristic of a young adult who is
desperately trying to find
Rich and ivied Princeton,
useful environment for

some purpose to his existence.
unfortunately,

was not for him a

this self-discovery.

tbat Princeton was excessively traditional,
consoiously superior,

8

clannisb,

O'Neill felt
self

and intellectually

Croswell Bowen, BThe Black Irisbman, a in ~'Ne1Il ~
Plays: ~ Decades ~ Critioism, eds. Oscar Cargill,
N. Bryllion Fagin, William J. Fieber (New York:
New York
Unlv. Press, 1961), p. 64.

~

12

unstimulating.

O'Neill had an abhorrence for the artifi

cial, developed at an early age in reaction to the
excesses of classical theatre,
inate other areas of his 11fe.

but now beginning to dom
Princeton embodied all

that was false and dimensionless to OINe!ll.
feel

that he belonged tbere,

its stifling atmosphere.

Be did not

so he escaped constantly from

Be had few friends and drank

wbatever be could get bis bands on--particularly absinthe.
A brothel in Trenton,
ing place.

New Jersey,

became bis favorite hid

At tbe end of his freshman year,

O'Neill was

expelled for poor grades and drunken carousing.

Bis ina

bility to oonnect with tbe university is yet another exam
ple of bis fear of finding himself.

In spite of bis

unconscious desires to become a fulfilled individual dur
ing bis lifetime,

O'Neill's erratic behavior at Princeton

seems to indicate that be was fearful
self-understanding.

of any profound

His mode of escape was the allowance

given to him by bis father;

be used the money on wboring

and absinthe-binges.
O'Neill's relationship to bis father was always
strained and discomforting.

We have no indication that

the two had ever maintained any sort of normal fatber/son
relationship.
with his life.

Yet James wanted Eugene to be successful
Be had aspirations that Eugene would rise

above bis disadvantageous childhood and emerge as a
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responsible adult.

Tbus Eugene's suspension from Prinoe

ton widened tbe gap between father and son.
SOUroe of money for

Eugene,

James was a

an aggravating "banker" who

had to be oocasionally placated in order to assure the
drink which numbed the son's existence.

Tbe O'Neill fam

ily avoided honest familial relationships.

There were too

many vulnerabilities wbioh would compromise eRch one's
pride and increase tbe instability of the other family
members if they were confronted.

Tbis lack of communica

tion is yet another indication of tbe repression of feel
ings exhibited by O'Neill during the greater part of bis
life.

Be did not feel free to discuss bis anxieties with

anyone. The O'Neill's never talked out family problems.
James O'Neill stressed conventional success as measured
tbrough dollars and cents.

Eugene's rebellion was as

strongly anti-materialistic as his father's values were
monetary.
After Princeton, O'Neill beld a variety of jobs 1n
New York City.
week secretarial
pany.

O'Neill,

Host notable was a twenty-five dollar a
job in the New York-Chicago supply com
however,

took little interest in bis work

and was more concerned with running around Hellis Kitchen,
Greenwicb Village and tbe Tenderloin district witb his
friends Edward Keefe and George Bellows,
artist.

later a noted

They also sampled the New York theatre together
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from Ibsen to vaudeville.

Losing his job, O'Neill sub

sisted Upon a reluotantly given fatherly allowance.

He

used this money in January of 1909 to spend a freezing
montb on a farm owned by James O'Neill in New Jersey
where,

along with Keefe and Bellows,

he did same writing

and a great deal of drinking.
Eugene's bohemian rebellion reveals his desire to
spite his father.

His behavior during the summer of 1909

exposed this fact and all of its accompanying idiosynora
cies,

and brought bis irresponsibility to a climax in 1909

when be met and married a young socialite named Kathleen
Jenkin&.

It was suitably ironic that O'Neill was not in

lOve with this well-bred young woman.
romantic image of her love for

bim that attracted O'Neill.

They were married on October 2,
sey.

One week later,

responsibility,

O'Neill,

It was rather tbe

1909, in Boboken,

New Jer

terrified of bis new

joined a friend of bis fatber's,

Frank

Stevens, on a gold prospecting expedition to 8onduras.

He

left his pregnant wife bebind.
It is obvious that OINeill's impulsive decision to
leave his bride is yet one more indication of bis confu
sion about

bis own identity.

8e consciously knew that be

was not yet ready to be a husband.

yet be married Kathleen

becauee of his desperate need to assume a role wbich be
felt could give him a purpose in life.

Eugene continued
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to need to belong.

A satisfaotory connection was not

found with Kathleen,

nor was it possible in the gold

fields of Honduras.

O'Neill bated tbe jungle,

malaria,

contracted

and returned to New York six months after bis
during the spring of 1910.

departure,

His divorce from

Kathleen was finalized in White Plains,

New York,

in 1912,

on the grounds of adultery.
O'Neill's pattern of existence up to this point in
hie life is very distinct.
searches,

apProaches,

is circular.

It involves a series of

retreats,

and escapes.

The pattern

Each escape leads into the next search.

OINeill's psyche is never at ease.
prompts a new search.

The escape constantly

Clearly O'Neill was completely

uncomfortable with his own rootlessness.
identify with himself.

He could not

Thus while he constantly searched

for an environment where he hoped he could belong,

each

new set ot experiences proved unsatisfactory to him.

His

nagging self-doubt and feeling of isolation threatened him
constantly.

His only possible response was to escape,

to

free himself from responsibility both to his own standards
and to those who were involved with him.
to offer the perfect vehicle for
Bence,

Tbe sea seemed

this flight

in the spring of 1910, O'Neill,

to freedom.

just recovering

frOm the malaria encountered on another escape,
go to sea.

decided to
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O'Neill's need for a release from bis circular
eXistence

~a8

fulfilled by tbe sea,

wbich became a con

stant source of nourishment from the moment he sbipped out
in 1910 until bis death in 1953.
swam in it,

and pined for it when be had

wrote about it,

to go inland.

It fed

He lived near tbe sea,

bis mind and soul,

giving him a

sense of peace which be felt nowbere else in bis life.
His aSSociation with tbe sea was total and complete.
Tbe alliance was consummated wben O'Neill signed on
a8 a working passenger on tbe ship tbe Charles Racine,
which was headed for Buenos Aires,

His experience aboard

this ship was influential in two areas:
and the sailors aboard sbip.

the sea itself,

O'Neill's sea experiences

provided bim with a connection to his soul and unconscious
wbich he bad never before allowed.
COUld be his own person aboard ship;
were limited to his own existence.
a wife and child

~as

In New York,

O'Neill felt

as if be

bis respODsibilities
The idea of caring for

oompletely overwhelming to O'Neill.

he also felt suffocated by the snobbish

attitudes of tbe uptowners and bis own inability to formu
late any sort of sustaining opinion about bis goal in
life.

Tbe sea

allo~ed

O'Neill the opportunity to forget

tbe stifling atmosphere of everyday existence.
man was a man.

Be worked for bis bread,

and sang simple chanties.

On ship,

swapped stories,

Life was simple,

and for

a
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O'Neill this simplicity made the sea tremendously appeal
ing.
Shipping out
was
an
escape
from
circumstances
wbich
were suffocating him, into an atmosphere he
sensed would set bim free.
The moment be felt tbe
deck
roll
under
his feet he realized be was, at
last, in bis natural element.
For tbe first
time
in his 11fe, be felt he belonged. 9
O'Neill's period at sea wae a revolt against bis well-to
do Viotorian upbringing.

Be was sbirking tbe traditional

ideas of responsibility and ambition and satisfying bis
own need to feel a certain identity witb bis existence.
The freedom of tbe sea exhilarated O'Neill,

inducing a

romantic eupboria tbat is reflected in several of bis
poems end plays.
Balr~~,

Paddy,

the wizened old stoker of

~

recalls beautifully tbe feelings of O'Neill

wben be first

went

to sea:

Ob, there were fine beautiful
sbips
tbem
days-
clippers
wid
tall
masts
toucbing the sky--fine
Btrong men in tbem--men that was sons of
the
sea
as
if
'twas
the
mother
that bore them. Ob tbe
clean skins of them, tbe clear eyes, the
straigbt
backs and full chest a of tbeml Brave men tbey was,
and bold surelyl We'd be sailing
out
bound
down
round
tbe
Born maybe. We'd be making sail in tbe
dawn, witb a fair breeze, singing
a
Chanty
song
wid
no
care
to it. And astern tbe land would be
sinking low and dying out, but
we'd
give
it
no
10
heed but a laugb, never a look behlnd.

9 Ge1 b s, .Q' Neill,
10 0 'Neill,

p.

1 44 •

~ Hairy~, p& 174.
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O'Neill's identification with the sea was absolute.
I~

symbolized a SOurce of life and a final

eostatic free

dom trom the burden of life.

O'Neill felt serene in the

ever-moving waves of the sea,

protected and nurtured like

a child.
O'Neill's affinity for

the sea heightened his appre

olation of the men who worked upon it.

In his eyes,

were no more masculine males in the world.

there

They were a

welcome release from the affeoted theatre buffs surround
lng his father,
~ondon,

and the rich snobs of his home-town,

New

Connect~out.

SOCiety phonies.
[Sailors] have not been steeped
in
the
evasions
and
superficialities
which come with sooial life
and interoourse. Their real
selves
are
exposed.
They
are crude
but
honest. They are not handi
capped by inhibitions. In many ways they are inar
ticulate. They cannot write of their own problems.
So they must often Buffer in silence ..•. I like the
man of the sea. Be is free of social hypocrisy.11
The personalities O'Neill met aboard ship are proto
types of many of the characters in his early sea plays.
They were of many nationalities: Swedes,
Irishmen and Frenchmen.
mates.

Englishmen,

O'Neill learned from his ship

Hany of them had spent their entire lives at sea.

A great majority of the men were members of the Industr1al
Workers of tbe World,
11

tbe LW.W.,

a revolutionary,

Eugene OINeill, quoted in Gelbs, ..Q.'Ne111,

leftist

p. 147.
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union of tbe 19208.

Among working sailora,

clear class differentiations.
of poverty-stricken runaways,
races and nationalities,

and

there were no

Tbe crews usually consisted
sailors wbo came from all
tbey seemed to O'Neill typi

cal of a class wbose spirit bad been broken by
calist system.

O'Neill was tremendously sympathetio

toward these men politically,
8is understanding,

emotionally,

however,

admiration of tbe forbearing

were inoredibly naive about
and

and creatively.

only increased O'Neill's

Qualit~es

of tbe sailors.

Their crude sinoerity overwhelmed O'Neill.

world,

the capi

Tbese sailors

tbe sophisticated ways of the

their innocent approach to life gave O'Neill

occasion to slip into a pseudo-identity be believed was
bis own.
did not

All men were equal in the sigbt of tbe sea.
bave to assume an identity which

upbringing,

nor did he feel

Be

justified bis

tbe need to account for

his

cboice of vocation.
The seameD of tbe
Charles
Racine
belped
Eugene
achieve
a
sense of identification witb humanity.
They wore no masks and among
them
be
needed
no
masks
eitber.
There was never any condescension
on bis part toward bis les5 educated
companions-
whom
be
accepted
on their own terms as tbey did
him. 12
America's emphasis upon radical individualism
repulsed O'Neill.

12

Gelbs,

Be could not bear tbe artificiality of

~'Neill,

pp.

165-166.
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assumed individuality.
him,

Conventions and

traditions bored

espeoially if tbey were used to prop up

tbe unwortby.

O'Neill never had any need to feel superior to others.
sometimes doubted his own identitYi

bowever,

He

be did not

try to acquire a personality tbat denied his feelings.
Facades were abhorrent to O'Neill.
witb tbe sailors,

Tbus,

his association

wbo did not really understand assumed

social identities,

seemed completely pure.

Be wallowed in

their crudely innocent approach to individuality.

8is

spirit oonnected witb tbeir lack of conventionality.
O'Neill continued bis alcobolic binges during bis sea
voyage experiences.

In August of 1910,

landed in Buenos Aires.

Eugene quickly spent all tbe

money he had earned on booze.
and begging for food,

the Charles Racine

Sleeping on park benches

money and liquor,

he beaded for

tbe

gutter and the security of knowing be bad searched the
depths where tbere was nowbere else he had to go.
O'Neill's degradation is not inoonsistent if measured
against the implied security he felt aboard sbip.

We have

seen that O'Neill used tbe ship as an island on wbich be
could escape tbe oppressive realities of bis on-ahore
eXistence.

His self-esteem wae generated by bis laok of

conventional,

traditional responsibilities.

If the sea

gOing OINeill was "free," tbe on-sbore O'Neill felt
desperately out of toucb witb bis potential creativity.
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Tbus in Buenos Aires
before,

be drank,

as be bad 80 many times

to escape his suffocating thoughts and

to relieve

the tension of bie guilt for as long as bis body could
Therefore,

stand 1t.
dition.

Knowing that

also believed that

he decided

to drink his way

to per

he was a miserable failure,

O'Neill
This

this condition was inescapable.

naturalistic theme transcends bis own personal experiences
and is echoed in many of his plays.
~,

Yank,

in

~

Hairy

is defeated in life by his vain attempts to find

fUlfillment which O'Neill was certain did not exist.
is crushed by
felt

a
Yank

the very source of energy and strength he

he embodied.
Tbe specific character from

~

Hairy

~

vas cbarac

terlzed directly from a man O'Neill knew during his sea
faring days.

While serving aboard

the

~.~.

O'Neill befriended a stoker named Drisooll.
talized in
bOdy

~

Hairy

~.

radiated strength.

He was a big.

~ ~

later immor

burly man whose

O'Neill said of Driscoll:

Be thought a whole lot of bimself,
was
a deter
mined
individualist.
He
was
very proud of bis
strength, bis
capaoity
for
gruelling
work.
It
seemed
to
give
him
mental praise to be able to
dominate the stokehole, do more than
any
of
bis
13
mates.
O'Neill admired Driscoll's emphatic physical prowess.
O'Neill also found sucb strengtb problematic.

13aelbs, ~'Neill, pp. 165-166.

Driscoll

But
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may bave embodied tbe masculine qualities of physical
vigor that OINeill felt contributed to bis individuality,
yet it was this personal strength which also was an
impetus for Driscoll's downfall.

The stoker's suicide.

just montbs after his friendship with O'Neill,

affirmed

O'Neill's belief that physical force was a meaningless
quality in the pursuit of a positive identity.
SUicide,

however,

Driscoll's

did have a significant effect upon

OINeill.
He concluded that Driscoll's
sense
of
belonging
bad been sbaken. Later he supplied a dramatic rea
son in ~ Hairy ~ by showing Yank's disintegra
tion
when
his
faith
in
the
importanoe of bis
super-human endurance in the stokehole was
shat
tered. 14
Driscoll's alienation from bis work-related identity was
similar to O'Neill's to tbe extent that both men felt i80
lated and alienated from worlds to wbich they did not
belong.
dual

Tbis problem was not alleviated by their indlvi

"talents".

Driscoll was a super-stoker,

inOredible physical endurance.

a man of

O'Neill was a writer.

His

feelings with regard to tbis potential creativity were in
tbeir embryonic stage of development.
occurred at birth.

The conception bad

O'Neill bad unconsciously begun

cataloguing his significant life experiences and was using
them to develop bis philosopby of failure.

1~Gelbs, ~rNeillt p. 171.

He believed
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ultimately in the ability to fail,

and failure alone.

O'Neill was oonoerned with men possessed by the desire for
wbat was out of tbeir reach--"beyond tbe borizon".
reactions were movements made against
ity.

Buman

this absolute real

Tbis was the irony of existence.

Fulfillment was

Possible only through the recognition that we fail.
Driscoll,

despite his efforts to the contrary,

nizant of the fact

tbat his life encompassed failure.

could not cope with this reality.
cide.

became cog
8e

Thue be oommitted sui

O'Neill feared that his efforts,

utilizing bis

"talent", migbt lead bim down a similar path of enlighten
ment and revelation.

He feared a direct confrontation

witb the meaninglessness of existence.

Thus be assumed a

stagnated position in order to dislocate bimself from

the

belief that bis life would ultimately end in a faehion
similar to Driscoll's.
Back in the United States by August of 1911,

O'Neill

followed the same pattern of alcoholic extremism in New
York that he bad before his sea journey experiences.
lived at Jimmy the Priest's,

a saloon on Fulton Street,

which he later immortalized in
Christie.

~

At Jimmy the Prieet's,

Iceman Cometh and

~

O'Neill shared a three

dollar a month room with a man named Joe Smith.
his mates were drunk ae often as possible.
Nathan,

He

Be and

George Jean

theatre critic and longtime friend of O'Neill's,
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describes O'Neill's life at Jimmy the Priest's as O'Neill
bad told it

to him:

This fraternity, hardly ever with more than
fifty
cents at a time in its combined treasury, subsist
ed on raw whiskey for breakfast and on
what
free
luncb it could cabbage off the end of the bar dur
ing the rest of tbe day •... Tbe favorite tipple
of
the brotberhood was, aside from the Breakfast Rye,
Benedictine drunk
by
tbe
tumblerful.
But
such
treats
were
rare
and makeshifts were necessary.
Alcohol with camphor was found--after one got used
to the taste--to have a pretty effect. Varnisb di
luted with water was also discovered to
have
its
points. And tbere were days when even wood alcohol
mixed in small doses with a 8o~poon of benzine
to
give
it
a oertain bouquet was good enough in the
brothers' view, for any man wbo wasn't a s1ssy.15

Surrounded by bottom-dogs drinking themselves to
death,

O'Neill had no desire whatsoever to be introspec

tive.

He cbose to drink because liquor allowed him to

remain outside of bis own personality.

Yet by January

O'Neill was so distraught that he too tried to com

1912,

mit suicide by overdosing on veronal.

Be was disoovered

in bis room comatose and (reports vary)

was revived even

tually by bis sodden companions.
All of the reasons for O'Neill's attempted suicide
haVe never been clearly understood.
it 1n retrospect,
explorations.
15

Wben asked to discuss

O'Neill would laugh off serious psychic

Either be did not wish to remember the

George Jean Na.than, "Portrait of O'Neill," in .Q'Heill
Plays: ~ Decades ~ Critioism, ed. Oscar Car
gill, N. Bryllion Fagin, William J. Fisber (New York:
New
York Univ.
Press, 1961), p. 60.

~

~
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event at all,

or be cbose to store it away in bis memory

as a type of scbool-boy prank.

Yet examined more closely,

tbe attempted suicide reveals to a great extent tbe
despair cbaracteristic of OINeill's life at tbat
Bis unconscious in complete cbaos,

tIme.

O'Neill bad no relisb

for a life witbout obvious significance or purpose.
oVerdose of veronal was not only a protest against

His
tbe

self-perceived meaninglessness of bis own existence,

but

against tbe futility of tbe times in which be lived.
O'Neill's life seemed to bim a manifestation of tbe
society which surrounded him.

He sinoerely believed that

tbe ultimate value of existence was failure.
it in many of bis friends (Driscoll),
self all of bis life.

He had Been

and bad felt it bim

His conscious ego bad wrestled witb

his unconscious perceptions and willed itself to a quick
deatb.

OINeill was revolting against tbe meaninglessness

of existence.

He affirmed his own disintegration as tbe

price be must pay for life witbout meaning,
tity.

witbout iden

O'Neill was once again trying to escape responsi

bility for bis own 11fe.

8is fear of life and bie poten

tial for deatb bad made bim an unmitigated disaster. Be
believed be belonged in the gutter.
revolted against

8ie SOUl,

this inferior definition.

however,

It was bis

unconscious mind whicb propelled him beyond tbe squalor of
Jimmy tbe Priest's toward a leS3 tortured connection witb
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his own identity.

OINeill would soon begin to confront

tbe fear of self-introspection wbicb be bad tried to
escape through alcobol.

His 11fe from this moment forward

connected with an area of bis unconscious mind--bis abil
ity to write

plaY8--~hicb

needed to release its agony and

frustration.
In tbe summer of 1912, O'Neill began bis writing
career.

As a cub reporter for

~ ~

--bis bometown paper--O'Neill was
reporter and popular poet.

~o

London Telegraph

be both straigbt

He was poor at botb jobs:

reporting was as lazy as his poetry vas sopbomoric.

bis
An

example of O'Neill's lack of poetic brilliance can be seen
in an untitled poem he wrote for
dated September 6,

~ ~

London Telegraph,

1912:

All night I lingered at tbe beacb
And trod the boardwalk up and down-
I vainly sought to cop a peacb.
I bad prepared a charming speech
To woo tbe fair ones of the town-
All nigbt I lingered at tbe beacb.
Quoth I, ftSweet Damsel I beseech
Tbat you viII smile on me, poor clown. ft
I vainly sought to oop a peach.
With tbe persistence of a leech,
I clung to every passing gown-
All night I lingered at the beacb.
I swore my love to all, but eacb
Passed me tbe haugbty freezing frown-
I vainly sought to oop a peaob.
I

prayed to all,

both wbite and brown-
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They only "kicked my dog around."
All night I lingered at the beach-
I vainly sought to oop a peach. 16
O'Neill could not express his frustration witb existence
in poetic or journalistic form.
journalism,

however,

Bis brief encounter with

is significant to the extent tbat it

is the earliest documented evidence of O'Neill'S motions
tOward a more meaningful life.

Bis desire to find a plaoe

for himself 1n the world bad now superceded bis belief
that 11fe was meaningless.

Newspaper reporting gave

O'Neill an opportunity to sample an aspect of bis cons
claus that was not completely absorbed by his own selfpity.

Tbe creative outlet bad given O'Neill the occasion

to go beyond drink.

It was a small but important 8sser

tion of self.
O'Neill's attempts to identify with New London were
as hopeless as bis previous efforts to connect with bis
own sense of self-wortb.

The Connecticut society to wbich

bis family aspired was sbot through with self-importance
and snobbery.
New London.
reputation,
that

Tbe O'Neills were snubbed by the elite of
The family,

famous as it was for its theatre

was still Irish,

and WASP New Londoners of

time bad always assumed that

tbe Irish were servants.

O'Neill was very conscious of tbis ethnic prejudice.

16

Donald Gallup, Eugene ~rNeill: Poems
York: Ticknor and Fields, 1980), p. 10.

i3iZ-~

(New
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Knowing ethnic bias to be typical of a false and superfi
oial society,

O'Neill nevertheless had to feel unfairly

excluded and stigmatized by a narrow-minded New London.
Finding himself lumped with the shanty Irish by a preju
diced WASP elite,

O'Neill bad to reassess his own feelings

about his social identity.

All bis experiences aboard

ship bad indicated that any sense of supericrity could be
understood as

8

need for social security.

Americans

categorized themselves out of a need to create a
wortbwhile image and identity for
O'Neill felt

that

themselves.

tbis sort of "social" definition

was antithetical to bis desire to find a true identity of
bis own.

He bad been born a Catbolic,

believed in Catholic dogma.

yet he no longer

O'Neill now believed tbat a

reliance upon God was a more cowardly escape than a reli
anCe upon alcohol.

Therefore,

New Londoners' classifica

tion of individuals according to their religious beliefs
.as

8

consequence of their own need to solidify an exist

ing social hierarchy.

O'Neill found

this stratification

a8 meaningless as hie drunken sprees. Rejection of tbis
elitism and ethnic prejudice moved him toward a formula
tion of a different identity.

His belief that New London

was a shallow Bnd valueless society led him to a deeper
understanding of his own identity.
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This idea crystallized and gained perspective during
bis stay at Gaylord Farms Sanitarium in the early months
of 1913.

O'Neill bad been hospitalized for

tuberculosis.

Altbough ill. i t was bere tbat O'Neill began to write
plays.
It was at Gaylord that my mind got tbe
chance
to
establish itself,
to digest and evaluate the im
pressions of many past years in wbich
an
experi
ence
bad
crowded
on another with never a second
reflection. At Gaylord I really thought
about
my
life for
the
first time, about paat and future.
Undoubtedly, the inactivity forced upon me by life
at a "san" forced me to mortal activity especially
as I had already been bigh-strung and nervous tem
p er amentally.17
O'Neill's eupboria at bis newly acquired outlet resembles
religious exaltation.

In a sense it is almost as if his

loss of faitb in Cbristianity bad been replaced with a new
faitb 1n oreative writing.

This pseudo-religious exper1

ence was the impetus bebind O'Neill's playwriting.

Crea

t10D involved a fulfillment which bad never before been
felt by O'Neill.

It was tbrough bis playwriting that

O'Neill was able to unleash the enormous number of con
flicting emotions which bad been stifling him sinoe birtb.
"When I was writing I

was alive.· 18 This life 1s the

rebirth of Eugene OINe!ll.

17Croswell Bowen,

It 15 the moment wbere a con

-tbe Black

Jo~rnil ~ Outdoor~, (1923),
~ Decades ~ Criticism, p. 71.

18

O'Neill quoted in Bowen,

Irisbman,"
in ~'Neill

quoting
~ ~

from
Playa:

-The Black Irisbman," p. 71.
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nection occurred between his creative possibilities and
bis instinotive need to unburden his unconsoious.
Once he had begun to write,

O'Neill could not stop.

SOme demon was driving bim forward and channeling bis
creative juices into writing plays never before performed
on the American stage.

O'Neill was investigating his

unconsOiously revealed thoughts and feelings that he bad
never before allowed himself to explore.

In a letter from

New London dated July 16, 1914, OIHeill voiced his
enthusiasm about playwriting to George P. Baker,

director

of the Harvard 47 workshop on playwriting:
With my present training I might hope to beoome
a
medioore journeyman playwright. It is just because
I do not wish to be one, because I want to
be
an
19
artist or nothing, that I am writing to you.
O'Neill studied with Baker one semester,
1914 to January 1915.

from September

Baker's influence upon the fled

gling Playwright is uncertain.

O'Neill did not olaim any

great debt to Baker until years after his workshop experi
ence.

Indeed,

at the time,

O'Neill's behavior Buggests

that be was not the least bit satisfied with the class.
He openly rebelled against Baker's traditional,

structured

approach to creative expression.

the class

stifling.

O'Neill found

The classroom was hardly the place to become a

great playwright.

After one semester,

1 9 0 'Neill quoted in

O'Neill,

by now

~'Neill ~ ~ Plays, p. 20.
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Positive that he bad learned all that he could from Pro
fessor Baker,

left the Harvard 47 workshop and opted for

life among tbe Bohemians and leftwing intellectuals of
Greenwicb Village.
Still drinking heavily,

OINeill became a member of

the Greenwich Village Liberal Club (later the

~ashington

Square Players and still later the Theatre Guild),
he met a myriad of well-known socialists and
John Reed,

Louise Bryant,

Lawrenoe Langer,
and Norma Millay,

Max

Eas~man,

George Cram Cooke,

where

liberals~

Dorothy Day,

Susan Glaspell,

Terry Carlin and Louis Halladay.

1915 the Village was aflame with radical ideas,

Edna
In

rejecting

the American middle class as conventional and contempti
ble.

"The Greenicb Villagers were all passionately striv

ing to be and to express themselves,

and if tbe result of

this individualism sometimes appeared as naivete,
tionism or even borderline lunacy,

exhibi

it was undeniably

alive."20 This freedom was an essential connection for
O'Neill.
dualistic,

Life in Greenwich Village was decadent,

indivi

and full of the possibilities for creative

expression tbat be craved. Be sougbt the people in
Greenwiob Village because they seemed more alive tban the
"professional" and precious uptowners.

The favorite baunt

wae a dirty and cheap Irisb saloon called Tbe Bell Bole.
20Gelbs, .Q'Nel11,

p. 282.
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Here,

O'Neill and his liberal cronies would gather and

argue about radical politics.
O'Neill's political affiliations are unclear.
would appear however that

It

this flirtation with leftist

politics reinforced bis rebelliousness and influenced his
playwriting at this time.

O'Neill could not consciously

connect himself with the supposed vacuousness of twentieth
century upper-middle 01as8 conventions.

The liberal atti

tUdes of the bohemians of Greenwich Village assuaged
O'Neill's anger over the intellectual emptiness of tbe
upper classes.

Tbe Village was a baven where untradi

tional creative thought could be expressed and beartily
aocepted.

O'Neill adopted this attitude.

He aoclimated

himself with the unstructured freedom that embodied tbe
philosophy of Greenwich Village.
Bis political beliefs,

however,

would appear to bave

been fervent only in terms of their creative influence.
O'Heill was lawless.

Be did not subscribe to anyone set

of values or ODe means to realize those values.
itical beliefs,

expressed in some of his plays,

8is pol
are stri

dent yet particularly significant in terms of the method
1n which they are developed.

81s village days served as a

part of his creative furniture.

In essence,

bis beliefs

were an acceptance of the poetic wbole of the philoso
phies,

not necessarily of the politics themselves.

I~

is
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clear that O'Neill found a liberal atmosphere more oondu
cive to expanded thought and better living.

However,

tbat

did not involve OINeill in any definite political affilia
tion.

He was sympathetic towards those who suffered

discrimination because of the narrow values of
mechanized/commercialized America.

Village intellectuals

oondemned the obvious oppressions of race,

color,

sex,

religion and creed and attacked any violation of the human
sPirit.

O'Neill believed that there vas a great deal of

soul and humanity involved 1n the leftist politics.

The

liberals seemed to believe in total freedom of expression
and the unshackling of the human spirit.
This freedom was clearly sympathetic to O'Neill.
Nevertheless,

during the fall and winter of 1915,

drank, discussed Nletzcbian philosophy,

be

lamented his lost

Catholicism with bis friend Terry Carlin,

and wrote

anarchist-oriented poems with titles like

~Revolutionft

and

nDirty Bricks of Buildings," and several others wbioh
express a gloomy interest in the condition of his heart.
Bis days and nights were filled with drunken poetic
reverie and carousing.

It was not until the spring of

1916 that be once again bit bottom and decided to try to
realize the potential of his existence.
O'Neill beaded for Provinoetown,

At tbis time,

Massacbusetts where be

was finally to find the recognition for which be had been

34
searching since birtb.
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The Provincetown Players was organized by George Cram
Cook and his wife,

playwright Susan Glaspell,

in 1915, in

protest against the commercialism of Broadway. George Cram
Cook-_nJign_-was repelled by the bourgeois values of oon
temporary America which he saw as suffocating the tradi
tional individualism there.

nIhs problem,

as he saw it,

was to re-establish lost values and in particular to gen
erate a literature with the power not only to embody but
to promote these values.- 1 Cook felt

that bis social mes

sage could be delivered through the theatre.

Be wanted to

assert the rights of the human soul. 81s vehicle would be
contemporary,

native,

uncommeroialized American drama.

The Provincetown Players was a part of growing rebel
lion by elite artists of all sorts against the oultural
traditions of mainstream America.

Indeed,

the core group,

organized in 1915, consisted of several subsequently
famous anarchists and rebels,
Louise Bryant,
lay.

specifically John Reed,

Kenneth MacGowan and Edna St. Vinoent Mil-

Provincetown was the summer retreat of many in this

developing counter-culture.

The Players was organized out

of this intellectual and creative atmosphere:
One sees
among
the
pre-war
rebels
an
intense
awareness
of self and mortality, the rejeotion of
the materialistic
life;
urgent
quests
for
Dew
1

C.W.E.
Bigsby,
Twentieth Century
American
Drama,
Volume
One,
1900-1940
(New York: Cambridge Univ. Press,
1982), pp. 56.
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kinds of personal
fulfillment,
and
expectations
that new overarching meanings and designs for liv
ing were just on the horizon.
Tbere was a
hungry
exploration
of
modern art and ideas from Europe,
an increasing sensitivity to instances of
soolal
oppression, increasing critioism of the capitalis
tic system and special
sympathy
with
the
labor
movement. 2
The Provincetown Players wrote,
their own plays.

produced,

During the first

and directed

two summers (1915

1916), the players put on their plays at the Wbarf Tbea
tre,
town.

provided by a member,

Mary Heaton Vorse,

In September of 1916,

in Province-

tbe group became better

organized and brought tbe experiment back to Greenwich
Village with them.

They performed in two theatres on Hac-

Dougal Street for six years and were instrumental from
outset in generating attention and acclaim for the

the

bnew~

American theatre of the twentieth century.
The Provincetown Players were revolutionaries 1n
thought and action.

Their plays rebelled against the

vacuous pleasantries of Broadway theatre,
expanding America's consciousness.

in hopes of

Their intent was to

free America of its over-commercialized, conservative
values and replace tbese values with ideals more con
slstent with the essenoe of the human potential. Cook
wanted to taokle the big issues and

teach America some

thing about itself.
2

Margaret Loftus Ranald, ~ Eugene ~'Neill Companion,
(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1984), p. 598.
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The public who went to Broadway shows
during
the
first two decades of the twentieth century demand
ed
little
more
than
escape
and
entertainment •... most
native
plays
on
Broadway
amused the public with superficial comedy,
roman
tic
love stories, stereotyped melodrama, or fled
gling musicals. 3
The American drama of the nineteentb and early twen
tietb centuries seemed to Cook and his sympathizers
vapidly sentimental and entrenched in bourgeois values.
O'Neill himself called it:

"scribble on the surface of

tblngs.- 4 Yet even "popular" drama took itself very seri
ausly.

It wes tbe theatre of William Vaughn Moody,

James

A. Berne, Clyde Fitch, and David Belasco, all conservative
businessmen.
Broadway.

These men controlled forty theatre houses on

Tbey were responsible for a theatre wbicb reso

lutely ignored reality and accurately reproduced tbe
excitement of melodramatic bebavior.
great moments and mechanical wonders.

It was a theatre of

A perfectly apt

example is Belasco's dark-to-dawn sequence in Madame
terfly.

~

An aura of splendor was conveyed from the opening

moment of the play with flickering floor lights and birds
Singing one by one.

3 Mardi Valgenae, Aqcelerated Grimace: Expressipnism ~
Ameriqan Drama ~ ~ ~I~ (Carbondale: Soutbern Il
linois Univ. Press, 1972), p. 15.

~

4

Joseph Golden, ~ Death of Iinkerbell:
~
American
Theatre in ~ Twentieth Century (New York: Syracuse Univ.
Press, 1976), p. 34.
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The first fifteen years of the twentietb century in
tbe American theatre were largely dominated by these busi
nessmen.

They were not interested in tbeatre as a vehicle

for serious ideas.

Ratber,

their desire was to make money

by prOViding purely popular entertainment,
sensational melodramas.
only

sentimental and

For most Americans,

this was the

theatre available.
Tbey were cbeap melodramas
especially
rigged
so
that beroes could be snatched from tbe jaws of gi
ant cranes and cross to safety_ carrying a
lighted
dynamite
bomb,
on
a
telegraph
wire;
so
that
trained dogs, borses, or bears. could plunge into
burning buildings to save the assorted babies that
were invariably lett lying
about;
so
that
ex
prizefighters
Bnd
ex-safecrackers could
demon
strate their specialties; so tbat
Indian cbiefs,
Geisha
girls.
and wall Boaling Zoave troops from
North Africa could parade about,
somewhat
point
lessly. to decorate the proceedings. S

Conventional operettas like Babes
~

Merry WidQW (1907),

minstrel sbows,

~

Toyl~nd

(1903),

and

were mixed in with honkeytonk,

burlesque,

and tbe Ziegfeld Follies.

These popular entertainments were complemented by the
Broadway ftbQok musicals ft of George H.
Kern,

Cohan and Jerome

and the more serious theatre of playwrigbt Edward

SheldoD.

SbeldQn's tbree plays,

produced between tbe

years of 1908-1910,

foreshadoW tbe idealism Qf the Pro

vinoetown Players.

Tbe first.

Salvation~,

followed

5JQsePb Golden,

produced in 1908 and titled

the life of a scrubwoman in New

~ Death ~ Iinkerbell, p. 36.
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York City.

The second,

produced 1n 1910, dramatized the

problems of race in tbe Soutb and was called
The third play,
O'Yeill's

~

produced in 1911,

Hairy~.

Titled

~

Nigger.

nas similarities witn
~~,

it is an expose

of macbine politics.
Hr. Sbeldon was a graduate of Professor George P.
Baker's Harvard 47 workshop,

whicb may account for his

similarities to O'Neill.

What is striking about Hr.

Sheldon's drama,

is that .it precedes the "seri

bowever,

ous" theatre in America in terms of its realistic approach
to theme and sUbjeot.

Each of Hr. Sheldon's plays tackles

a controversial issue in American society wbether it be
poverty,

race,

or corruption.

The popularity of Sheldon's theatre,
unusual.

In general,

theatre remained

bowever,

the commercialized

eScapist vehicle into which it bad developed.
second decade of tbe twentieth century,
famous actress of the time,
piece titled

~ ~'

~

starring John Barrymore,
Altogetber,

In the

Laurette Taylor,

a

starred 1n a shallow little

Heart.

major acting family in 1916,

was

The Barrymores emerged as a
John Galsworthy's Justice,

received tremendous acclaim.

1918 saw tbe production of one of the all-time

suocesses of tbe American stage,

Llghtnln'.

In September

of 1920, a mystery play of simple diversion concocted by
Avery Hopwood and Mary Roberts Rhinebart,

~~,

began a
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two-year run on Broadway.

This play epiComizes Amerioan

popular theatre of the day.
The Provinoetown Players was not the only theatre
organization rebelling against the commercializizatlon of
the American stage.

Several small tbeatre groups across

the nation unified against Broadway and used the stage as
a means of education, exploration, experimentation, and
information.

One of the first and most notable was tbe

New York Stage Company, established 1n 1912.

A little

later, the Liberal ClUb, on MacDougal Street--run by Hen
rietta Rudman and a meeting place for writers, sooialists
and university people--formed its own drama group which
specialized in skits satiriZing the beliefs and commit
ments of its own memhers.

The Chicago Little Theatre of

Maurice Brown was also founded in 1912.

Specializing in

the classics--speciflcally European--thls small theatre's
impact was felt nationwide.
was also established in 1912.

The Neighborhood Playhouse
This organization grew out

of the aotivities of the Henry Street settlement, wbich
bad been developed 1n 1890 to deal with the influx of
immigrants and subsequent social problems in the Yew York
City area.

Tbe Neighborhood Playhouse was not interested

in a revivified American theatre; ratber, it served a com
munity.

Ita productions were eolectic--draw1ng on Noh

drama and Hindu playa as well as works by European and
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American playwrigbts.
But [the Neigbborhood Theatre's] real significance
lay
in
tbe presumption tbat tbeatre could play a
role in uniting the heterogeneous elements
of
an
immigrant
community,
that
tbe
theatre
spoke a
language which was relevant to
people
trying
to
read
the code of American society and looking for
a reflection of their own
uncertain
apprehension
6
of the real.
The tradition of European plays as an approach to cultural
unity was also seen in Boston at the Toy Tbeatre,

esta

blisbed in 1912. Tbis organization was influenced by the
Irisb players of Dublin's Abbey Theatre.
Washington Square Players,

InN ew Yo r k,

the

located on East Fifty-Seventh

Street, was established in 1915.

The group lasted from

1915 to 1918 and produced 62 one-act plays and pantomimes
as well as six full-length plays.

The Theatre Guild

developed out of tbe Washington Square Players,

which

staged a number of original productions of Eugene O'Neill.
It was with the Provincetown Players,

however,

O'Neill bad his serious theatrical beginnings.

that

The rela

tlonship between O'Neill and tbe Players was mutually
beneficial.

They produced bis plays,

playhouses.

When O'Neill arrived in the summer of 1916,

suitoase full of plays in band,

be packed their

he was eager to work and

to establish a certain identity for which he bad been
searching.

6

The first

reading O'Neill did for

the

C.W.E. Bigsby, Twentieth CenturY American Drama,

p. 9.

Provincetown Players was a tragic one-act,
~~rdirf.

George Cram Cook and his wife,

~ ~

Bound

Susan Glaspell,

recognized O'Neill's talent and quickly put Bound
~ard1r(

~

on their bill for the summer of 1916.

Bound

~

Cardiff turned out to be the perfect beginning ot the

Provincetown Players'

theatre in 1916.

tbe Players as a tbeatre group.
the

~ ~

~.~.

The one-act play,

Glencairn sea play group,

tle of a ship.

It oonsolidated
part of

1s set in the forecas

The plot revolves around five seamen, one

of whom 1s Yank,

lying on his bunk,

near deatb,

after

seriously injuring himeelf in a fall into the hold.
~.~.~.~

is really a dialogue between Yank and his friend

Driscoll.
force,

The play deals with the sea as an omnipotent

but intertwined witb tbis idea is the characters'

search to find some meaning in tbeir lives.

O'Neill

implies that a purpose for their existence can be found
through the ultimate decency of human friendship.
Bound

~

LQ£ Cardiff was a tremendous success for

the Provincetown Players.
Eugene O'Neill'e career.
YOrk at the Players'

It also marked tbe beginning of
The play was produced in New

MacDougal Street playhouse on

November 3,

1916, receiving this entbusiastic comment from

the Eyening

~'~

real,

critic,

subtly terse,

Stephen Ratbbun:

"The play was

and avoided a dozen pitfalls that
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might have made it

'the regular thing.

lft7

The Provinoetown Players throve as O'Neill's plays
proved to be suooesses.

Attendance at the theatre was

limited to members.

In the first year of their New York

presentation (1916),

tbe Players bad 450 sUbscribers.

During that year and into the next,

tbe Players produced

several additional O'Neill one-act plays,
~

Sniper,

~ardiff

and Thirst.

was the most favorably reviewed.

wrights,
Irifl~

Before Breakfast,

nevertheless,

including~,

Bound

~ ~

Other play

particularly Susan Glaspell with

and Suppressed Desires,

received enthusiastic

praise.
The follOWing season,
by World War I.

Cook,

1917-1918, was greatly affected

Glaspell,

and O'Neill believed that

the theatre should confront the issue of war in a creative
fasbion.

They issued this statement at the beginning of

their third season in New York.
It is now often said that tbeatrical entertainment
in general is so01ally Justified in this dark time
as a meaDS of releasing the strain of reality, and
thus
belping
us
to keep sane. This may be true,
but if more were not true--if we
felt
no
deeper
value in dramatic art than entertainment--we would
bardlY have the heart for it now. One faculty.
we
know,
is
going
to
be of vast importance to the
balf-destroyed
world--1ndiapensable
for
its
rebuild1ng--tbe
faCUlty
of creative imagination.
1stephen Rathbun, quoted 1n
~
~
Playwright
(Boston:

1968),

p.

363.

Louis
Sbeaffer,
~INelI1:
Little, Brown and Company,

That spark of it wbich bas given the group of ourB
such
life and meaning as we have is not so insig
nificant tbat we should let
it die.
Tbe
Bocial
justification
which we
feel to be valid now for
makers and players of plays is
that
tbey
should
keep
alive in the world the ligbt of imagination.
Without it tbe wreck of the world
that
was,
can
not be cleared away, and tbe new world sbaped. 8
The Provincetown Players were bolding steadfastly to
their belief tbat theatre could be a significant eduoa
tional instrument in American society.

Indeed,

OINeill

was continuously raising "big" issues in a great majority
of bis one-aots.

Tbe O'Neill-Glaspell-Cook manifesto com

bined with the maturation of the Provincetown theatre
itself,

led in 1920 to tbe group's greatest sucoess,

~

Emperor Jones.
~

to

~

Emperor Jones is in several ways tbe forerunner

Hairy

~.

As an eight-scene expressionistic play,

it deals witb identity and tbe irony attached to the
title.

It employs sound and set design as an avant-garde

method of reinforcing the theme of tbe play.
Jon~

~

Emperor

probes the collective unconscious of tbe black race.

O'Neill explicitly suggests that modern civilization bas
not belped tbe black man at all.

Yet tbe play bad racist

overtoneS--8 black man in a jungle--whiob were not over
lOoked at its first

8

production.

Nonetheless,

it should be

O'Neill, Cook, and Glaspell, quoted 1n C.W.E.
Iwentietb Century American Theatre, p. 19.

Bigsby,
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taken as a serious attempt at
black psyche,

the use of a new theme,

the

It was also tremendously important in terms

of its expressionistic technique.
Expressionism is an attempt to portray inner reality
in nonrealistic terms by the use of abstraction,
ism,

and distortion.

,{mbol

It tries to penetrate life's surface

reality in order to depict man's inner world.
Nigbtmarish visual images controlled
tbe
aotion;
compressed syntax led to an abbreviated pattern of
speech;
three-dimensional,
psychologically
developed
characters yielded to exaggerated cari
catures or abstract types; coherent structure gave
way
to
episodic
and
often
disconnected
brief
9
scenes.
O'Neill was fascinated by the possibilities of expression
iSm.

The ability to place the inner experience above the

external life was an avenue he longed to explore.
Emperor Jones and

~

that experimentation.

Hairy

~

became bis vehicles for

8e bad obviously been influenced by

visual artists like Vassily Kandinsky,
Paul GBugln,

~

Bnd Edward Hunch,

Vinoent Van Gogh,

as well a8 by the classic

German and Swedish expressionist dramatists like Bucbner
and Strindberg.
Several expressionist plays deserve mention in order
to reinforoe the tecbnical and tbematic interest O'Neill
bad in expressionism.

9Mardi Valgenae,

In 1837,

George Bucbner,

AQcelerated Grimace,

p. 3.

a German
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scientist and political revolutionary,
overs1el murder-play,

W01zeck.

had written a cont

Never produced until 1913,

XQjzeck deals witb the tragedy of a common soldier who
mUrders bis mistress.

Bucbner had chosen to record the

tension and struggle within Wojzeck's mind.

Host of tbe

cbaraoters in the play are known only by rank or profes
sion.

Tbey are caricatures of tbe individuals they

represent.

George Wedekind,

wrote a play called

Sprlng'~

a countryman of Buchner's,
Awakening in 1890.

It is a

frank portrayal of tbe sexual awakenings of adolescents.
Tbe Wedekind play features a scene in which a dead man
with his bead under bis arm and a masked man carryon a
dialogue.

Tbey are meant to represent the struggle inside

an individual,

e struggle between suicidal thougbts and

tbe life instinct.

Wedekind's second play,

Julia,

equally controversial because of its Bubject,

was

a beroine

dominated by ber sexual instincts.
Augustus Strindberg bas been called tbe father of
expressionism.
siderable.

Indeed,

bis influence on O'Neill was con

Strlndberg's significant plays-- A Dream

~,

and Ghost Sonata --had a profound impact upon O'Neill's
conception of tbemes and set design.

In Ghost Sonata,

Strindberg changed the concept of staging and scenery.
For painted perspectives and glaring footligbts he
substituted
simplified
settings
and spotlights.
Be made use of
symbolic,
suggestive,
and
often
distorted
saenery.
He
introduoed
brilliant
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colors.
And he rediscovered the mask as well
as
the potential
of
the human body in creating expressive gestures. 10
Each of these techniques was later employed by O'Neill.
The Fifth Avenue Beene in

~

~

Hairy

Strindberg's influence on O'Neill,

epitomizes

who used brigbt colors,

distorted scenery, and masked characters to accentuate
Yank's alienation in the same play.
Several other expressionist playwrights stimulated
and influenced O'Neill.

Richard Johannes Songe's

~ ~

KAr, a play of collective charaoterization and grotesque
exaggeration,

George Kaiser, with plays like

Au·
and

foreshadows O'Neill's stokers in

~

~

~ ~ ~

Hairy
Midnight

--both stories of a man's bondage to macbines-

portends the theme of a 10BB of identity 1n
Similarly,

Ernst Toller, creator of

also influenced O'Neill.

~

~ ~ ~

Hairy

~.

Masses,

His play--aI1ve with surreal

spotlights, colors, masks and sound--traces the passion
and martYrdom of a protagonist at the hands of the brutal
capitalistic society.

Toller's play attempts to analyze

the conflicting ideologies of individuals,

the state, and

the masses.

In expreSSionist drama, actions and objeots are seen
symbolically.

10

Tbe dialogue 1s stripped of all but the

Hardi Valgenae, Accelerated Grimace,

pp. 7-8.
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essential words.

Sound effects are important.

sequence of scenes are meant
speed.

A rapid

to shift with cinematic

All of these techniques were incorporated into

BAiry~.

However,

~

their degree of importanoe varies

according to the production and the director's interpreta
tion.

OtNeill,

it 1s claimed,

uses the oxpressionist k

tecbniques in the play to reinforce his condemnation of
American society.

And I

agree that the play 1s more suc

oessful as a dramatio piece of Boolal criticism tban as a
"pure" expressionistic work.
ceive of expressionism.

O'Neill could not fully con

He borrowed expressionistic

teohniques--primarily from the German and Swedish
playwr1gbts--in an attempt to go beyond the fundamentals
~

of theatre.
respect

88

Hairy

~

1s a significant play in this

it allows for an intermeshing of the typical

O'Neilllan sea drama with tbe expressionist tendenoies of
a naive,
~

yet eager,

playwright.

Emperor Jones proved to be an inoredible success

for O'Neill and the Provinoetown Players.

It gave them

notoriety that they bad never believed possible.
subscription list swelling,
to Broadway,

they moved

~

Their

Emp~ror

where its popularity oontinued.

Jones

The critics

echoed the public's praise of tbe play.

Typical was Hey

wood Broun in the Tribune on November 4:

ft • • •

the most

interesting play from the most promising playwright in
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America." Kenne&h MacGowan wrote in the Globe the same
day:

wAn odd and extraordinary play,

written with imagina

elve genius." And Alexander Wollcott of tbe Times on
November 7 hymned the playas wan extraordinary,

striking

and dramatic study of panic and fear .... for strength and
originality,

O'Neill has no rivals among the American

writers for the stage." Summing up the general view,
Brooklyn Eagle on November 9 trumpeted,

tbe

"The Provincetown

Players have justified their season if they do nothing
else this winter.· 11
Ironically,

tbe Brooklyn

sort of prophecy for

Eagle'~

statement became a

the Provincetown Players.

~

Emperor Jones was not only tbe summit of their acbieve
ment.

but it also in effect marked the end of tbe Players.

Jig Cook had become increasingly discontented with the
direction of tbe theatre.

Be saw the Players' increasing

profeSSionalism as imitative of the commercialism of
Broadway.

What bad started out as an experiment in living

as mucb as an experiment in theatre bad ultimately become
an out-of-town try-out for Broadway.

The transfer of

~

Emperor Jones to Broadway was thus a betrayal.
Cook's disappointment waB accentuated during tbe pro
ductton of O'Neill's second expressionistic play,

11

Louis Sbeaffer, ~fNeill: ~ ~
Artist,
Little, Brown and Company, 1973), PP. 33-34.

~

(Boston:
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8al ry Ail.
Ol~eill

felt

Cook was assigned to direct the play,

but

tbat be was not professional enougb;

bis

directing was uneven.

Thus,

Cook was replaced.

Jig bad convinoed himself by this time that be bad
not
failed but that others, particularly OINeill,
bad failed him.
Be felt tbat O'Neill bad exploit
ed
him
and
tbe
Provincetown
Players, and now,
tOSSing bim aside, was using the MacDougal
street
Playhouse merely as a tryout place tor Broadway.12

It is important that O'Neill's transference of

5UP

port and authority be seen in direct relationship to his
place in American theatre in 1920.

~

Emperor Jones had

establisbed him as the "most promising and exciting- play
wright tben on the American 8cene.

Bis success.

oontrary

to the radical assertions set forth by the Provincetown
Players in 1916, was nevertheless creating tbe possibility
for a new and different theatre in America.
O'Neill's dramas were bonest,

realistic,

Certainly

and often so true

to tbeir subject that tbe audiences and critics would only
sit in utter amazement.

And OINeill was 80cially critical

and politically radical during a time when oonservative
politics dominated American culture.

His plays were

totally overshadowing tbe melodramatic,

pretentioUS dramas

wbich characterized tbe American tbeatre before him.
Nevertbeless,
On February 23,
12

Sheaffer,

bis radicalism was not enougb for Cook.

1922, he and hie wife SU8an Glaspell,
~INeill: ~ ~

Artist,

p. 79.

and
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other members of the Provincetown Players,
O'Neill, agreed that the playhouse would
recess following tbe production of
ately following this deoision,

~

including

take a year's

Hairy~.

Immedi

Cook and his wife left for

Greece in searcb of a different connection with life and
theatre.

Because Jig Cook died two years later 1n

192~,

~

be was never able to witness a single performance of
Hairy

~.

The play bad its first run in the MacDougal Street
playhouse in 1922, and starred Louis Wolhelm,
Cornell football

player.

~

enthusiastically reviewed.

8airy

~

an ex

was on tbe whole

Robert Bencbley in

~

maga

zine called it "The most powerful tbing he bas done";
Alexander Wollcott,
bitter,

brutal,

in the Times characterized it as wa

wildly fantastic play";

in the Brooklyn Eagle: was positive:
American we have ever seen.
reViews:
jUdgment:

"the best play by an

There were a few negative

J. Ranken Touse in the

~

weighed 1n witb this

"an exceedingly juvenile performance R ;

WOod Broun,
fine.

n

and Arthur Pollock

the World: wrote that

and Hey

"A little bit of it 1s

Much of it 1s dUll.· 13
Despite the uneven reviews,

that O'Neill with

~

Hairy

~

it was generally agreed
hed at last consolidated

his position in tbe American theatre.
13Sbeaffer, ~'Neill: ~ ~ Artist,

At the age of
p.

aa.

33,
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he was seen as the best playwright America bad produced.
8is dramas were both important and revolutionary.
fact

that Broadway bad finally

The

embraced him with sucb fer

vor may have been contrary to the goals of the Province
town Players,

but it was an important and revolutionary

gesture for American theatre as a whole.
affiliated (in name only),
until

O'Neill remained

with the Provincetown Players

the company broke up permanently in 1926.

tbe Players bad done tbeir job;
firmlY launcbed on a new path.
tbe newest darling of Broadway,
lutionary leader.

Still,

the American theatre was
And O'Neill,

despite being

was its radical and revo
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The turblence of spirit,
unrest

the potential for social

that underlay the conflicts in

~

Bairy

~,

reflected O'Neill's environment in the opening decades of
America's twentieth-century.

During the Progressive era,

tbe nation experienced dramatic increase in the power of
business and a political attempt to regulate monopolies
and reform the uncaring entrepreneur.
immigrants arriving on American sbores,
Rastern and Southern Europe,
which feared

The millions of
largely from

faced a native population

tbem and tried to improve their lot through

"Americanization· programs.
tbe middle-class,

Sooial reformers,

drawn frOm

entered the urban slums seeking to

determine how the "other half" lived and ameliorate condi
tions.

Their "search for order" became the foundation for

oDe part of the Progressive "impulse·. It was aD attempt
to restore soclal stability in a rapidly changing nation,
and a desire to bring rationality and efficiency to all
phases of national existence.
era was,
France,

The American Progressive

as Charles Dickens had said of revolutionary
"the best of times,

of revision and reform,

the worst of times," a period

of new ideas and a nostalgia for

the values of an earlier America.
In the fifth scene of

~

Hairy~,

O'Neill fuses

his interpretation of the Progressive movement with a
dramatic expressionism,

which heightens the negativism of
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his message.

Through the use of masks and dialogue,

O'Neill implies a dichotomy of personalities which were
contrary to the purported values of the Progressive movemente

The socialites of Fifth Avenue are directly oon

trasted with Yank Bnd Long.
the upper,

The lower class is exposed to

while the upper typically ignores the lower.

O'Neill documents a situation which be found to be present
in the first two decades of the twentieth-century.
rich are concerned with the plights of the poor:
organize a one-hundred percent American bazaar.

The
wWe must

And let

everyone contribute one-one hundreth peroent of their
income tax. w'

Yank and Long,

Yet they do not see them.

despite their efforts to disturb the sooialites seeming
indifference, are completely ignored.

The ricb are more

attentive to the monkey fur and its cost.

Yank and Long

are reduced to their own pitiful frustrations.
This ambiguous relationship between the rich and the
pOOr is viewed by O'Neill with complete contempt.

The

sOcialites of Fifth Avenue represent the artifioial and
superficial.

Their appearances are juxtaposed to their

purported progressive values and imply a confliot in
direction; inward--involved with the self, instead of out
ward, consistent with the Progressivist philosophy.
no wonder therefore,

It is

that tbe working class of America

'OlNe11l, ~
~~A HA i ry

A f tJ
A
~

p. 207 •
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felt forced into a situation whereby
and unite for

tbey could organize

tbe good of their class.

No organization was more alarming to the Progressives
however

than The Industrial Workers of tbe World,

bllsbed in 1905 by William Beywood.

8sta

Tbe "Wobblles"

rejeoted all forms of politicsl action and recommended
strikes and sabotage as the only way to make the world
I.W.~.

over.

Tbe

sat outside tbe American Federation of

Labor,

a conservative union wbicb,based its pbilosophy

upon tbe idea of a fair day's pay for
Tbe Federation,

unlike the I.W.W.,

prone to strikes or boycotts.

a fair day's work.

was not

Conversely,

the least bit
"Big Bill" Hey-

WOod was an aggressive leader wbo instigated many violent
strikes in many industries.
The I.W.W.
to its numbers.

exerted a strengtb out of all proportion
Tbe membership basically consisted of

unskilled and migratory workers.

Tbe wobbllss saw tbeir

mission as tbe total destruction of capitalistic exploita
tion and tbe forming of a new sooiety witbin
tbe old.

tbe sbell of

WIt's goal was tbe establisbment of one big

union; it was revolutionary in its aims,

and it sought to

abolisb the wage system rather than to make it workable. n2
In strikes of tbe textile workers of Lawrence,

2

Foster Rbea DUlles, Twentietb
Century
York:
Boughton Mifflin Co., 1945), p. 82.

Has

America,

(New
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sachusetts,
I.W.W.

and silk workers in Paterson,

played B prominent role.

New Jersey,

the

The dramatic Paterson

strike incorporated the idea of social realism into aglta
tion.

Approximately 1000 silk workers marched to Madison

Square Garden,

on June 7,

1913, where before a crowd of

15,00 0 people they reenacted the events of their prolonged
strike against mill owners.

This Boc1al drama idea was

the brainohild of John Reed,

(later a friend of O'Neill's

at Provinoetown),

and added fuel

to the antagonism already

eXhibited toward the I.W.W.
In reality,

the I.W.W.

as an organization wished only

to emphasize that America's upwardly mobile direction was

a misoonception.

It did not inolude all Americans.

members of the I.W.W. did not own model T's,
even hope for such a possession.
be acknowledged for
society.
beings.

Rather,

Host

nor did they

they wished to

their participation in American

Furthermore,

they wished to be treated as human

"Big Bill" Beywood expressed the frustration of

the I.W.W. individual most convincingly when he said:
I bave had a dream that I bave in the morning
and
at night and during tbe day , that there ~ill be a
new society Sometime in which
there
will
be
no
battle
between capitalism and wage-earner •.. tbere
will be
no
political
government •.. but ••. experts
will
come
together for the purpose of discussing
the means by which machinery can be made the slave
of
the people instead of part of the people being
made the slave of machinery.3
3William Heywood quoted in Bailyn,

~ Gre~

ReDub11c,
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This idea of slavery is commensurate with the beliefs
of O'Neill with regards to the Progressive era.

He saw

the inoreasing mechanization of America as an enslaver of
1ts oitizens.

Tbe American corporation was usurping the

creativity of American individuals for
economic and political advancement.
I,

the sake of

Indeed,

in World War

the significance of American business was 80 strong

tbat labor was effeotively regulated by the government
labor boards.

These boards were led by Progressives and

American business owners.

They were very suocessful at

incorporating full scale American labor participation in
the war.

However,

in 1919. after the war bad ended,

disillusionment with the labor system set in.

Government

and business, acting together turned toward a more conser
vative pOlicy which demanded a cut in pay from
ers,

the work

regardless of the increase in the standard of living.

The result: immediate and sometimes violent strikes.

In

1919. there were 3500 strikes involving four million Amer
ican workers.
in Seattle,

In January of 1919,

Washington

a shipbuilders strike

became so intense that it eventu

ally led to a general strike,

shutting down the entire

oity. The government took immediate action and sent the
Marines into Seattle to put down the strike.

p. 641.
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In Boston in September of 1919, a similar strike,
this time by policemen, oaptured national attention.
in Seattle,

the government took action,

striking policemen,

1919.

fired all the

and hired replacements.

treatment was exhibited at the U.S.

As

Similar

steelworkers strike in

The Unions had been crippled by the government.

There was no possibility for any kind of bargaining.
The defeat of strike efforts in 1919 meant a gradual
weakening of labor in the 1920s.

Throughout the decade,

the American Federation of labor,

led after 1924 by the

conservative Phillip Green,

would concentrate on maintain

ing its strength among already unionized skilled workers.
The industrial workers,
tbe I.W.W.

aotivity,

interest of the AFL,

those who had been the object of

were ignored by the AFL.

Without the

and with the Wobblies loss of

strength and popUlarity,

the industrial worker would have

no ally and few advooates in his struggle for improved
conditions.
O'Neill's interpretation of the I.W.W. in
~

~

Halry

does not correspond with bis sympathies toward the

labor movement.

O'Neill presents the Wobblles as paranoid

ineffeotive indiViduals who are as dissociated with their
purpose as Yank is to hie own identity.

Yank,

bas

presented himself to the I.W.W. in tbe bopes of being
accepted as a loyal participant in tbeir reaotionary work.
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The Wobblles
cion.

vle~

Yank,

They treat him

a potential member,

8S

next phrase or gesture.

a foreigner,

with suSpi

neither sure of his

O'Neill constructs these con

flicting messages in order to underlie bis feeling that
the I.W.W. is not sucoeeding in twentieth-century America.
Indeed,

bis argument culminates with the bruised and bat

tered and completely disillusioned Yank being bodily
thrown out of the I.W.W. warehouse.
O'Neill's criticisms of the I.W.W.
fact

that he did not agree

tend to reveal

with the I.W.W.

workers for its own organizational ends.
of the I.W.W. in

~ Bairy~,

doing

80.

Thus,

His presentation

bet~een

the rights of the

organization as

O'Neill suggests that

cross purposes.

using its

implies a dissatisfaction

with the underlying relationship
worker and the rights of the

the

the I.W.W.

8

whole.

In

was working at

it was destined to fail

unless it

redirected itself towards the needs of the workers,

and

plaoed less emphaSis on the overall status of the organi
zation.

Unfortunately,

O'Neill's criticisms are correct.

but they do not inolude outside antagonisms:

tbe strong

OPPosition the I.W.W. experiences from employers,

and the

1919-1920 Red Scare.
In 1919,

Attorney General A.

Mitchell Palmer,

the auspices of the Wilson Administration,
npalmer raids".

These raids,

under

launcbed the

in whicb federal

agents
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arrested Americans and immigrants suspected of subversive
activity,
ment,

effectively dampened criticism of the govern

and significantly reduced the power of controversial

organizations such as tbe I.W.W.

Despite tbe successive

founding of tbe American Communist Party in 1920, radical
political groups found themselves on the defensive during
tbe decade.

Ironically,

O'Neill,

who professed to senti

ments sympathetic to social radicalism,

made no mention of

these traumatic days for the American Left.
A more subtle element 1n

~

Hairy

~

which also

reflected important social changes during the late 'teens
appeared in O'Neill's treatment of women.

Mildred Pierce

represented a transitional figure between the idealistic
suffragist and social reformer of the Progressive era,

and

the more self-concerned "flapper" of the 1920s.
Mildred Pierce is an upper class American aristocrat,
who despite her emancipation is completely enslaved to the
values of her class.

This bondage is ambiguously

presented as Mildred makes an attempt to present berself
as a bleeding heart missionary.

Bere O'Neill is trying to

stress the misoonception of tbe female movement.
is a candidate for a finisbing scbool.

Mildred

Her values have so

wbitewashed ber abilit1es to associate with tbe female
SOcial movement of tbe time that sbe has adopted this
benevolent facade.

Ber connection is with the art1ficial
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ity of tbe upper class,
wbo,

the sooialites of Fifth Avenue,

mUcb in the same way as tbe middle class,

are inter

mesbed With a mass culture.

Tbe difference 11es within

tbe bierarcbical structure.

The aristocracy,

Mildred Pierce is a representative,

felt itself superior

because of tbeir financial connections.
O'Neill 1s saying that,

of wbicb

In reality,

viewed in a Bocial context,

their

disassooiation witb tbe political/economic happenings in
America is as clear as that of the middle class.
Mildred cannot represent a feminist movement as she
is Dot a female who feels a need to move anytbing.
values are commensurate with her artificiality.

Bel'

Bel'

nsearcb for order,n is symbolically linked to that of tbe
upper alass and the I.W.W.
tbree,

tbe individual J

O'Neill implies that all

tbe class, and tbe organization,

were ordering in aD inwardly fasbion,

wbich greatly con

flicted With tbe Progressive movement of tbe time.
~

Hairy

~

is a documentation of O'Neill'S

response to tbe Bociel,
during tbe first
a dramatist,

political end eoonomic movements

two decades of tbe twentietb-century.

O'Neill bas license to be selective,

to strengtben bis message.

Thus,

example.

in order

he 1s able to ignore

certain bistorical incidents of value,
bis argument.

As

wbicb would weaken

Tbe Bed Scare of 1919 to 1920 1s B perfect

Through bis dialogue,

O'Neill implies a dissa
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tisfact10n with the direction of the labor movement,
ticularly the more radical groups,
I.W.W.,

for example,

par

the

as well as the social hierarchy which existed

between the upper and lower classes.

O'Neill used Yank as

the catalyst for his personal reactions. In

~

~,

Hairy

Yank is thrust into environments wbere be bopes to belong.
Unfortunately,

as O'Neill perceives it,

American society

and its individual components (whether they be labor,

pol

itically or equality oriented), deempbasized the indivi
dual for

the sake of personal or organizational status.

Thus, in O'Neill's opinion, although American sooieties'
attempts to order itself were somewhat successful on a
SUPerficial level,

they did little to solve the deeper

penetrating problems.
~

~

Yank would never belong.

serves as a transitional piece of tbeatre.

Hairy

It

involves tbe closing moments of Progressivism and tbe new
shape of tbe America to come.
interpreted tbrough

~

Hairy

O'Neill's message,
~,

as

does not seem to echo

the enthusiasm toward the positive upward direction hoped
fOr by the Progressives during the first
tbe twentieth-century.

two decades of
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That
play,

~

Bairy

~

is an expressionist and naturalist

O'Neill himself wrote in a letter to Kenneth

MacGowan in 1921:
It seems to run the whole gamut from
extreme
na
turalism
to
extreme
expressionism--with more of
tbe latter than the former.
I have tried
to
dig
deep in it, to probe in tbe shadows of the soul of
a man bewildered by the disharmony of
his
primi
tive
pride
and
individualism
at
war
with the
mechanistic development of society.1

This play also incorporates many of O'Neill's personal
feelings and reactions.
O'Neill theme,

Failure to belong,

is fundamental

to

~

Hairy

a consistent
~.

Yank,

the

tragic hero of tbe play 1s killed because of bis lack of
identification with the reality of his own existence.
cannot identify with anyone or any groupi
manent scapegoat.

Be

be 1s a per

OINe!ll implies that twentieth-century

SOciety has a great deal to do with Yank's demise.

He

interprets the values of American individuality to be
mecbanistic,

dimensionless,

and totally self-absorbing.

Yank 1s both a victim and an antagonist of this deper
sonalizing prooess.
Yank is a creature of
twentieth-century
America.
Its
values are bis values:
it lives on steel, be
1s steel, he "belongs."
Be can
be
happy
as
a
machine heoause the world 18 a machine.
The inbu
man, mechanistic
nature
of
Yank's
universe
is
powerfUlly
represented
hy the below-deck setting

1

Travis Bogard, Contours ~ ~ : ~ Plays ~
Eugene
.Q'H.e111 (New York: Oxford Unlv. Press, 1972), p. 241.
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in which we first
~

In this sense,
criticism.

see him. 2

Hairy

~

beoomes a vehicle for social

It was considered especially powerful at

time it was first produced in Harch 1922.

the

So strong was

tbe language that the chief magistrate of New York City,
William HacAdoo,
~

Hairy

~

considered prosecuting the producers of

for obscenity,

indecency,

and impurity.

The theme of the play was equally electric and com
paratively antagonistic.

Tbe useless and proud struggle

of a man to individuate himself is juxtaposed with his
world's refusal to considers him anything more than a cog
in a machine.

Tbis identification is a theme wbioh tran

scends tbe ages.

It was my desire in directing this play

to force the audience to question its own identity.
pligbt is meant
individuals.

Yankls

to represent the plight of all American

nYank 1s really yourself and myself.

He is

every human being. n3
My feeling is tbat Yank represents a facet of Amerl
can individuality.

The other parts are comprised of the

romanticism 1n Paddy,

the cynicism in Long,

tbe amiability

2

Robert F. Whitman, "01Nel11 1 s Search for a Language of
the Theetre,n in ~INel11: A Collection ~ Critical Essays,
ed. John Gassner (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice Hall,
1964), p. 1 50.
30'Neill,
Quoted
in Croswell Bowen, ~ Curse
Misbegotten: A ~ ~ ~ BQuse ~ ~tNeill.
(New
HcGr BW- Hill, 1959), p. 67.

~ ~
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in the Big Swede,

tbe vapidness of Mildred,

ality of tbe Fifth Avenue socialites,
the I.W.W. members.

Yet their identification

should be with the playas a whole.
~

and the paranoia of

The significance of each facet varies

according to the spectator.

Bairy

the superfici

The message of

~

suggests that we must not only question tbe

meaning of our existence,

but also tbe way in which we

co-exist with one anotber--witb tbe society wbich sur
rounds us.
O'Neill's fundamental criticisms bave not lost

their

bite. He demands a personal introspection and asks America
to do the same.

81s fear is that there is no real purpose

to existence; we are all cogs in tbe wheel.

Our intros

pection will lead us to understand this phenemenon.
without this investigation,

Yet

American individuals will

eVolve into dimensionless personalities lacking in any
self-awareness.
introspection.

Yank's journey involves tbis self
It 1s forced and complex.

Eacb scene

makes him more aware of the reality of his existence.
ending provides tbe audience with two chances.

His

They can

choose to dissociate themselves from the message;

or they

oan identify with O'Neill's tbeme and choose to act upon
it.

Yank's deatb is meant to symbolize tbe death of a man

who ultimately understood bis existence and subsequently
bis insignificance. Tbis connection created his downfall.
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FOr O'Neill,
feared

Be

tbis demise is the reality of existence.

tbat all American individuals,

had no purpose.

They constantly

like Yank,

escaped

really

this reality

and bid behind masked personaa--or in tbe case of the
stokers alcobol--to avoid meaninglessness.
~

Hairy

~

themes of America.

embodies many of the essential social
It is more than just an attack on

American sooiety and the theatre of O'Neill's time.

It is

more than just a simple analysis Qf one man's lack of
identity with tbe reality of his existence and bis strug
gle to understand it.
humanity.

O'Neill attacks America's laok of

This criticism is multi-faceted and requires

further development in the proceeding Bcene- bY-Bcene tex
tual analysis.
The first

scene of

~

ity of character and place.

Hairy

~

establishes a real

The stokers are presented as

Neanderthal-like creatures who have become acoulturated to
their surroundings.
sive.

The fireman's forcastle 1s oppres

O'Neill 1n his stage directions hints at a stifling

atmosphere which is emblematic of a cage.
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The symbolism is neitber subtle nor sophisticated.
the outset,

From

the audience is confronted with the caged-in

existence of tbe stokers.

These men,

who represent all

the wcivilized white raoes,w4 are walled in by tbeir
existence.
~

The importance of the opening moments of
~

cannot be underestimated.

It is essential

spbere 1s established immediately.

8airy

that atmo

Our production

featured e forecastle set which would quickly convey the
oPPressive atmosphere endured by the stokers.

The bunks

and walls are grey/blaoK--dirty and made of steel. They
close in upon the stokers as if the walls were prison
blooks.

These stokers live in a world of steel; i t 1s

impeding their growth and development.
over,

long armed and muscular,

ape-like.

appearance is acoentuated in the first
drunkenness.
and sing.

They are stooped
Their simian

Bcene by their

They swagger and fight and laugh and shout

Yet 1t is painfully obvious that alcohol is

used as an escape--a respite from their oppressive
existence.

The audience should beoome sensitive to the

murkiness of the forecastle.

Dark lighting aids in creat

ing this effect.

4

Eugene O'Neill,
~
Bouse, 1972), p. 165.

Bairy

~,

(New

York:

Random
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The stokers are inextricably linked to their work.
O'Neill unites scene with oharacter to auch an extent that
tbe first 22 lines of the play are random drunken expres
sions meant to reinforce tbe stifling arena.
point,
ter.

At this

there can be no visible differentiation of cbarac
The men act aa a unit--passing bottles,

drinking,

singing,

and fighting.

They are products of the

enVironment both pbysically and mentally.
shouldered,

long-armed,

joking,

Broad-

and mostly illiterate,

they appear

to have resigned tbemselves to their brutish and repetl
tive days.
Tbe seeming lack of individuation 1s purposely esta
bllshed by O'Neill in the first

scene.

It is meant to

evoke tbe expressionistic tendencies of the play.
reinforces tbe theme.
vlduality.
Is,

however,

It also

Stokers cannot easl1y express Indi

These men's lives could be interchanged. There
among tbis group,

a primitive established

hierarchy.
It is immediately obvious that Yank is set off from
tbe other stokers.
first scene,

During the opening moments of the

be is seen sitting on a bench--in what

appears to be a thinking position.

He is visibly

more

brutish and confident than the rest.
He represents to them a self-expression, tbe
very
last
word
in
what
they
are, tbeir most bighly
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developed individual. 5
Yank is tbeir leader.

An unexpressed respect for Yank

must be created from the outset of tbe play.
O'Neill borrows from the Greeks.

Here,

It is as if tbe stokers

are the chorus and Yank tbe tragic hero.
The choruB effect was intended to suggest that the
It is an attempt
men
were no more than machines.
expressionistic
to move bebind
11fe--a clearly
device. 6
The stokers echo Yank's enthusiasm and his anger.

Their

admiration for him Btems from his physical prowess.
the greatest stoker aboard ship,
radiates from bis person.

Be is

and his self-confidence

He oontrols the other stokers.

This fact 1s established very early in the first soene:
tbe stokers are drinking; Yank is thinking.

When the

carousing reaches a frenzy,

Yank immed1

a fight ensues.

ately orders them to stop all singing and all fighting-
and focUs their attentions upon him.
immediately.

The stokers obey him

The chorus serves its master.

Furthermore,

Yank is aware of his control over the otber men,

and rev

e15 in bis autbority.
In spite of tbe fact

tbat O'Neill chose to play down

tbe individual characteristics of bis stokers 1n order to
5

Timo Tlusanen,
~'Neill'~
Scenic
Princeton Unlv. Press, 1968), p.ll5.

6
Bogard,
p. 243.

Contour

~ ~:

~

Plays

Images
~

(Prinoeton:

Eugene Q'Neill,
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reinforce bis tbeme and atmospbere,

as director I

felt it

more valuable to oreate individual characteristics which
would accentuate what I oonsider the prinoipal theme of
the play: belonging.

Each character,

different faoets of humanity,

as representative of

would further embody the

essence of the play.
O'Neill bad assigned each stoker a distinctive
nationality.

I

asked each aotor to expand upon this label

and thus create a person from generio nationality.
team-like unity is not lost.

Tbe characters,

Tbe

although

more individual continue to represent "the oivilized white
raoes."

Their varied personalities,

however,

allow for a

stronger differentiation from Yank.
This contrast is particularly clear and important
with respect to the characters of Paddy and Long and Yank.
These three men have adopted strategies which enable them
to cope with (in the case of Yank,
fling existence.

thrive on),

Paddy lives in the past.

their sti

8e dreams of

returning to tbe days of his youth wben sailing was a
man's job and did not resemble the sterility of a
macbine-like existence.

Long has adopted a personal ver

sion of a socialist theory which he truly believes will
Bolve all the problems of tbe stokersj capitalist domina
tion of tbe world 1s tbe reason for their oppressive
situation.

Be reads

~

Communist Manifesto and loudly
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calls for a revolution.

Yet,

to a certain extent,

he is

parodied by O'Neill as a weak and ineffective socialist
who bides his own inadequacy bebind an escapist ideology.
Conversely,

iCa.

Yank believes be 1s an essential part of Amer

He believes be runs tbe sbip, beoause without bim

tbe migbty liner would not move.

Yank 1s so proud of bim

self tbat be 1s sure no ideology--especially Paddy1a noa
talg1a or Long's socia11sm--could bave any significanoe
for him.
O'Neill bas created confrontations to sbake Yank's
seemingly strong foundation--bis belief in bis life--from
tbe outset of tbe play.

Yank's downfall is foresbadowed

frOm the moment Long begins bis socialist ranting and is
predictably furtbered by Paddy's total revulsion witb,
denial of,

tbe importance of a stokers'

and

existence.

This second confrontation is essential to tbe
tbematic construation of

~

Hairy

~.

Witb tbe use of

monologue O'Neill creates a confrontation of world views.
O'Neill juxtaposes the differing philosopbies of Paddy and
Yank for our understanding.

Paddy's seems to be the voice

of Eugene O'Neill mesmerized by tbe lost romance of the
sea and revolted by tbe mechanization of tbe twentieth
century.
'Twas them days men belonged to ships,
not
now.
'Twas
them
days
a ship was part of tbe sea, and
man was part of a ship, and tbe sea joined all to
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getber
and made it one.
Is i t one wid this you'd
be, Yank--black smoke from
the
funnels
smudging
tbe
sea,
smudging
the decks--tbe bloody engines
pounding and throbbing and
shaking--wid
divil
a
sight
of sun or a breath of clean air •••. ls it to
belong to that you're wishing? Is it 8
flesh
and
blood wheel of the engines you'd be?7
Paddy's recreation of the simple past clashes with Yank's
belief tbat be belongs in America and that be is an impor
paddy,

tent part of the increasingly mechanized world.
tbe other hand,

can find nothing in modern life to which

to attach himself.
inhumane.

on

Life in mechanistic America 1s wholly

And stokers stoke only to survive.

Yank tries to refute Paddy's pessimistic perception
of life. He is hie own voice--confident that without him,
America would be severely flawed and altered.
point,

be represents

At

t hi s

all those American men and women who

(in O'Neill's eyes) refuse to confront the futility of
their existence and as a result adopt a definition which
conforms to their desires.
steel,

a support,

Yank believes that

be is

a man who creates the system:

I'm youngl 1 1 m 1n de pink.
I move wit it. It, get
mel
I
mean
de
ting
datls
de
guts
of
all
this .••. Ilm de start.
I
start
somepfn
and
de
woild moves.
It--dat's mel--de new dat's moiderln
de oldl 1 1 m de ting in coal dat makes it boinj I'm
steam
and
oil
for
de
engines.
1 1 m de ting in
noise dat makes yuh bear itj I'm smoke and express
trains
and steamers and factory whistles.
lIm de
ting in gold dat makes money. And I'm
what
makes
iron
into
steell
Steel dat stands for de whole

7 0 'Ne11l, ~ Hairy.Au,

pp. 174-5.
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And 1 1 m steel-steel-steelI 8

tlngl

Yank believes be is the impetus of the entire modern Amer
iCan dream.
ports

Wbat is ironic is that he unconsciously sup

Paddy's oontention tbat America is inhumane by

emphaSizing tbe materialistic.

Yank does not understand

the fact that be lives for one purpose only:
on a second-class steel sbip.
machine tender,

to stoke coal

Be is the quintessential

tbe servant of a boiler,

without any but

the most tenuous connection to otber people,

to human

identity.
Yank refuses to believe in tbis purposeless
eXistenoe.

The otber stokers as a cborus eobo Yank's

enthusiastic endorsement of bis
to tbe world.

~purposen

and importance

O'Neill seems to imply tbat a denial of the

reality of existence (conscious or not), is easier than a
reconciliation with tbe truth. Tbe stokers want to believe
they have s purpose.
values.

Tberefore,

As leader,

Yank epitomizes tbeir

his belief beoomes their belief.

This pattern reinforces the chorus-like structure of scene
one,

while it furtber emphasizes the play's theme of man's

rage to oonnect,

to belong.

In defense of his own argument,

O'Neill ends tbe

scene with tbe sounding of eigbt bells wbicb prompts tbe

BO'Neill,

~

Hairy~,

pp.

176-77.
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stokers into aotivity:
All the men jump up mechanically, fl1e through the
door
silently
olose
upon
each other's heels in
what is very like prisoner's 10ckstep.9
The stokers are kept slaves to the machine.
~bis

absurd predicament,

Paddy chooses not

Realizing
to give in to

mechanization:
To the divil wid it:
I ' l l not report this
watch.
Let
thlm
log me and be damned.
I'm no slave the
like of you.
I ' l l be sitting bere at me ease. and
drinking, and tbinking and dreaming dreams. 1 0
Yank's response,

conversely,

is predictably typical and

drives him deeper into bis own self-delusion.

He vebe

mently defends

his own rationale for enslavement:

make me Sick.

Yub don't belong.

sibility that he may be wrong,

ft

8Yub

Yank 1s denying any pos

a trap about which O'Heill

is werning all Americans to be consoious.

O'Neill is urg

ing America to recognize the potential alienation of its
citizens beoause of repetitive,
iZlng jobs.
belong.

Yank,

Thus,

mechanistic,

representative American,

in O'Neill's eyes,

and dehuman
does not

no one belongs.

identity can be established only If,

like Paddy,

True
one

recognizes the degeneration of human values and finds
one'8 own means of ooping with death-in-life absurdities
like the stokehole.
90'Neill,

~ Hairy~, p. 178.

100'Ne111, ~ Hairy~, p.

118.
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Mildred Pierce and ber aunt represent tbe upper olass
of twentieth-oentury American society.

Tbeir snobbish and

brittle values are so intertwined witb tbe superficiality
of America tbat O'Neill seems convinced they will acbieve
dimension only in materialism and Bophistry.
of

~

Hairy~,

In Beene two

O'Neill contrasts Mildred and her aunt

with tbe natural surroundings of the sea in order to
further accentuate their vapidity.
Tbe impression to be conveyed by this scene is one
of
tbe
beautiful,
vivid
life of
the
sea all
about--sunsbine on the deck 1n a great flood,
tbe
fresh sea wind bloWing across 1t.
In tbe midst of
this, these two
inoongrous,
artifioial
f1gures,
inert
and
disharmonious,
tbe
elder like a grey
lump of dough touched up
with rouge, the
younger
looking as
if the vitality of ber stock bad been
sapped before she was conceived, so
that
she 1s
the
expression
not of its life energy but merely
of the artificialities that energy had won for it
self 1n the spending. 11
The soene is intentionally constructed to accentuate this
contrast.

O'Neill wishes to emphasize the disunity of the

two women from

their "natural" surroundings.

Mildred is a well meaning (albeit rich),
worker,

80c1al

ber life devoted to "observing" the poor.

O'Neill

implies that Mildred feels as if her very presence among
the poorer classes will be invigorating.
through Mildred's poses,
as Mildred is fickle.

11

O'Neill,

~

tbe aunt,

Able to see

however,

is as shallow

Her values are wholly monetary.

Bairy~,

pp.

180-181.

As
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Mildred's guardian,
well

sbe looks after ber and in turn is

taken care of by ber brotber--Mildred's fatber.

The

aunt is a woman who believes tbat self-preservation is a
religion to be revered.

Ber addiction to ber oreature

comforts supercedes all else.

Tberefore,

she endures Mil

dred so tbat sbe may have tbe luxury to wbich she bas
become aocustomed.
Scene two of

~

Bairy

~

is unusual 1n BO far as it

allows for only a very sbort glimpse at wbat turns out to
be a catalytic character in tbe play.
aunt revel in their own shallowness.

Mildred and her
A scene is all that

is required to illustrate tbe one-dimensional cbaracteris
tics of tbeir identities,

wbich revolve around

tbeir

belief tbat tbeir class defines tbeir indiViduality.
O'Neill places tbem in tbe scene directly following one
featuring Yank and the stokers so that the audience may
analyze botb tbe contrasts and similarities in tbe group
of characters.

Mildred and ber aunt differ from tbe stok

ers 1n two ways.

Tbe first 1s obviously related

to class:

Mildred and ber aunt are firmly ensconced in the upper
classes,
lower.

wbile Yank and tbe stokers are embedded in tbe
Yet it is tbese very class based values whicb

allow for a greater contrast between tbe individual and
the surroundings.

The stokers bave acclimated themselves

to tbeir life in tbe stokehole.

Conversely,

Mildred and
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her aunt are depicted 8S artificial and decadent snobs
wholly alienated from nature (the sea)

and from any mean

ingful contact with other human beings.
Ultimately Mildred and her aunt fail
anything.

Their lack of identity however,

to connect to
is similar to

Yank and the stokers only to the extent that it is a
shared reality.

Neither the upper olass,

nor the lower

bas attained an identity which 1s true to the reality of
their existence.

Yet.

Mildred and her aunt are more

guilty than tbe stokers as they have adopted facades in
order to further

the distance between the individuals they

really are and the charaoters they appear to play.
O'~eill'8

eyes,

In

tbey have no truly human characteristics.

This lack of humanity is particularly emphasized in
Mildred's relationship with her aunt: a mutual abhorrence
which exemplifies and aocentuates their artificiality and
inhumanity.

In scene two,

between the two characters,

in a continuous dialogue
each tries verbally to Gout

nastyft the other.
Aunt: [with spite] Yes, you
are
a
natural
born
gboul.
You
are even beginning to look like one,
my dear.
Mildred: [in passionless tone] I detest you.
Aunt
(looking at ber artificially] Do you know what you
remind me of?
Of a cold pork
pudding
against
a
background
of lineoleum tablecloth in the kitcben
of a--but the possibilities
are
wearisome.
[abe
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closes her eyes] 12
This dialogue is typical of their exchanges.

O'Neill

seems to suggest that this verbal slicing and dicing is
tbeir only real reason for being.
they can sbare,

Hatred is the emotion

and even their hatred seems brittle and

artificial--passionlesB--as befits these upper-class man
nequins,

yet these cat-fighting aristocrats must be played
O'Neill saw Mildred and her aunt as far more

dangerous than caricatures or parodies.
The set design for tbis scene is equally realistio.
It is absolutely essential

that the stokers and Mildred

appear at different levels,

thus underlining the division

between the upper and lower classes.
this division.

Mildred establishes

"She divides tbe world into two parts:

One is where she and her kind belong;

tbe stokers are the

denizens of the other half." 13
This dichotomy 1s further accentuated by the oorrect
lighting.

In my production,

I

emphasized a cold,

harsh

yellow light in order to increase tbe ugliness and
inhumanity of the characters.

These malformities were

further emphasized upon at tbe end of scene two.

O'Neill

12 O'Neill,.I.ll Bairy~, p. 181

"0' Neill r s Wbi ted Sepulcbure" in ..E.Y
Critics:
Voices ~ Abroad, eds. Borst
Frenz and Susan Tuok (Carbondale: Soutbern Illinois
Univ.
Press, 1984), p. 167.
13 Toebio Kimura,

~

~'Nel1l'~
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has written that Mildred should slap the aunt.

I

found

that this physical aotion undermined the severity and nas
tiness of tbe moment.

Therefore,

I

had Mildred throw her

drink in ber aunt's face as she called ber an "Old Bag."
This action seemed to me a clearer expression of Mildred's
character and rather ironically exposed tbe "missionary to
the poor" as tbe "poser" ber aunt had been calling ber all
along.

The now clear tension between audience and charac

ters builds toward the central image of tbe play,

whicb

takes place between Mildred and Yank 1n scene three.
The third Beene of

~

tbematic core of the play.

Bairy

~

is the visual and

Aotion and Bound effects must

be coordinated in order to achieve a powerful coordinated
impression.

For these reasons,

scene to design,

it is a very difficult

and several elements must be emphasized.

Tbe first is tbe nature of the stOkehole itself.

It must

convey unbelievable beat and noise in cavern-like sur
roundings.

It 1s a modern hell wbere Yank 1s very proudly

toi11ng as the self-appointed leader of bis fellow stok
ers.

Tbe audience must sense tbis atmosphere.

It must

also understand tbe significance of the surroundings.
Yank had raised himself to a God-like level in Beene one.
Be related bis personal identity to bis physical surround
ings.

·Wbo makes dis old tub run?

Well den.

We belong don't we?

Ain't it us guys?

We belong and dey don't.

Oatis all. n14 Ironically,

it is only in bell tbat these

exploited stokers find some sense of "fraternity."
O'Neill juxtaposes Yank's belief in bis own impor
tance to bis dismal surroundings in order to beighten bis
lack of perception about bis own misfortune.
Yank belongs to nothing.

In reality,

8e is merely a cog in the

machinery of twentieth-century industrial society.

81s

labor bas been deemed necessary to keep the ship moving.
Yank has been relegated to a bell. on earth, and he is oom
pletely unaware of bis oondition.
Scene three is visually powerful as well,
by very warm,

direct lighting.

used to oreate a sense of beat.

beightened

Oranges and yellows oan be
The furnaces of the

stokehole furtber accentuate the inferno-like surround
ings.

Blasts of orange escape when the doors are opened.

The men are silboutted by the flames of the furnace,
the beat is overwhelming.

and

It justifies but does not indi

oate Hildred's reaction. Observing the inferno from a
higher deck,
ers.

she 1s stupefied by the energy of the stok

Yet her social nsuperiority" is emphasized once again

by her Position above Yank and bis mates below in the
stokehole.
scene.

Yank's vulnerability must be made clear in the

Symbolically, as in scene two,

sbe is above them.

This differentiation of space inoreases Yankls
14 0 'Neill,

~ Hairy~, p. 172.
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vUlnerability when he is directly confronted with Mildred.
Scene three begins,
noise.

As in scene one,

like scene one,

witb overwhelming

O'Neill emphasizes further

the

relentless inhumanity of steel by uSing tbe clang of fur
naCe doors,
bUlkhead,

the clattering of Yank's sbovel on a steel

the whistle overbead.

and staccato voices.

The

intensity is such that the men can barely hear one another
over the noise.
intensity.

The sboveling of the coal increases the

The coal should be real,

as no other sound can

duplicate the terror and force of metal against aoal.
cOmbination of light and sound,
enCe of the belching furnaces,

The

with the foreboding pres
identifies the place as the

inferno described by O'Neill in the stage directions.
This man-became-machine idea is displayed by the
rhythmic motion of the shoveling stokers.
and forth,

like pistoDs,

of the furnace--turning.

They swing back

burling coal into the open moutbs
shoveling,

h u rling--ln continuous motion.

groaning,

sweating.

Tbis mechanical movement

has implied sexual overtones because Yank seems to treat
the furnace as a female.

The act of shoveling suggests a

sexual act for him as Yank's own speech of scene three
shows.

Furthermore,

the scene's dialogue is rhythmically

construoted to accentuate a kind of sexual movement.
the moment begins slowly and builds,
gested.

a alimax is sug

As
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One--two--tree Oatis de stuff!
Let her
have itl
All
togedder
nowl
Sling it
1nto her!
Let ber
ride!
Shoot de piece nowl
Call de toin on
berl
Drive
ber
into itl
Feel
her
mover Watch ber
smokel
Speed, dat'a ber middle
Damel
Give
ber
ooal,
youse
guys!
Coal datla ber booze Drink it
up baby!
Let's aee yuh sprint.
Dig in and gain a
lap.
Dere sbe go-o-es. 15

The desired effect is a mechanized sexuality.

The

men are exhausted immediately following their frantio
efforts.

The suggestive language of the speeches 15 punc-

Luated w1th exolamation marks,
stroke.

each sentence denoting a

The diction bas sexual undertones as well:

"aling," "shoot," "speed,· "give," and

"dig in."

This

association lends itself to the atmosphere of the scene,
and it foreshadows the frustrating Yank/Mildred oonfronta
tion.

The environment is sexually charged both physically

(beat and the sweating men),

and symbolically.

Mildred

enters into this intense arena with totally different
expectations.

She is used to the wretohed poor.

ThuB her

reaction upon entering the stokehole should higblight her
surprise,
tian,

sbock,

and sense of unconsoious sexual atimula

each emotion intensely felt and directly contrasting

to ber sterile and mechanistic demeanor in scene two.
finds

Sbe

berself emotionally stirred.
Yank is the catalyst for her emotional higb.

Tbe one

man verbal intimidation match be 1s baving witb an unseen
150'Neill, ~ Hairy~, p. 189.
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whistle blower is emblematio of Yank's usually angry
dialogue.

O'Neill has exceeded the boundary of deoorous

language by filling this monologue with steamy profani
ties,

thus beightening the drama of the moment.

upturned,

Yank is searcbing for his tormentor with sbovel

brandished,

tbe noise,

heat,

all are pouring upon him.
whistle,

Bead

and light of the stokehole

As Yank yells defiance at the

Mildred watches him from above.

Toin off dat whistlel
Come down outts
dere,
yuh
yellow, brass buttoned Belfast bum Yuhl
Come down
and I ' l l knock your brains outl
Yub lousy stinkin
yellow mut
of a Catbolic-moiderln bastardl
Come
down and I'll moider yubl
Pullin dat
whistle on
me, hubl
I ' l l show yuhl
I ' l l crash yer skull lnl
I ' l l drive yer teet down yer troatl I ' l l slam yer
n08e down the back of yer headl
I ' l l cut yer guts
out for a nickel, yub loUSy boob, yub dirty
orum
my, muck eatin' son of a
16
Mildred's reaction during this monOlogue 15 extremely
important to tbe state of ber identity.
the stokebole,
outburst,

compounded by Yank'S intensely emotional

spawns emotions in Mildred that she bas never

before felt.

For the first

Hildred is sexually aroused.
the beat,

The atmospbere of

time 1n her wbole effete life,
This time it 1s by Yank,

and the sweating bodies,

and

and tbe profanity,

which send her into unaccustomed orgasmic elation.

Hil

dred is wbolly unable to oontrol ber instinctive sexual
response.

My decision to feature a sensual band movement

16 0 'Nel11,

~ Hairy~, p.

195.
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as part of tbat reaction (Mildred touches ber breasts)

was

made in the hope that this naturally stifling yet obvi
OUSly provooative movement would acoentuate tbe intensity
of the moment.

At first,
presenoe,

Yank is absolutely unconscious of Mildred's

caugbt up

wbisle-blower.
audienoe:
dred.

8S

be is in hie fight with the

The other stokers play voyeur,

as does the

all are observing Mildred's sensual act.

however,

Hil

bas eyes only for Yank and his overpower

inglY muscular body.

Yet ber instinotive physical action

(toucbing ber breasts), and her sooial stature conflict.
Therefore,

the sensual band movement 1s ber attempt to

stifle her instinotive sexual arousal.
however,

That movement,

betrays this very emotion.

Scene three's olimax oocurs when Yank sees Mildred
for

the first

play.

time.

This is the focal soenic image of the

Mildred is dressed in white,

to the smoky surroundings.

in dramatic oontrast

In tbe middle of bis outburst

Yank sense8 something bebind him and turns.
moment's hesitation,
achieved.
in time.

tbe connection

After a

of the two is

The upper and tbe lower become one for a second
But almost immediately,

izes wbo sbe is,

Mildred once again real

what sbe bas been doing: and she banishes

Yank to proletarian oblivion with the wbispered line,

·you
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filtbY beast." 17 In reality tbis statement betrays
Mildred's attraction to Yank and arousal of authentic sex
ual urges.

However,

carnal passion 18 not cbaracter1sti

cally manifested for stokers by the pampered daughters of
steel barons.

She may be stirred by Yank's phallic power,

but as an upper-class ft1nnocentn she will escape by faint
lng dead away.
I

changed Mildred's line because O'Neill's original

speech was simply too melodramatio for credibility in
1985.

O'Neill may have inherited a bit of tbe classical

theatre be so despised when be wrote Mildred's reaction
8S:

"Take me awayl

Oh,

tbe filthy beastl"18 The exces

sive melodrama of the original line contributes nothing to
the thematically important moment.

Nevertbeless,

Mildred's aristocratic disgust and disdain do destroy
identity of anotber human being.

tbe

Yank 1s crushed.

insulted by a white apparition in front of the men who
bold him in bighest esteem.

Tbis woman's contempt calls

into question bis self-identity as the king of tbe
stokebole.

Indeed,

Mildred's wbispered judgement destroys

Yank's belief that he belongs to eometblng significant.
The line,

tberefore,

has to accentuate the class confliot

but still remain aredibly realistic.

~ Hairy ~, p. 192.
18 0 'Neill, ~ Hairy ~, p. 192.

170'Neill.

After tbe fainting
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Mildred is carried off,

Yank stretches the tension by

leaping atop tbe coal bin and burling his shovel at her
vanishing entourage.

That his frustration,

despair,

anger are evident is demonstrated in in his final
tion,
what

and

exclama

bGod damn YUh. b19 The crushed Yank knows neitber
to say nor bow to feel.

The scene ends with a final

blast of the intruaive whistle--a reminder of the mechan
ized compulsions of the stoker's workplace and the deper
sonalized inhumanity of Yank's existence.
Scene four,

the final scene of the first

act,

begins

Yank's neWly generated Quest for bis Mildred-destroyed
identity.

From the outset,

for revenge.

Be wante

~o

he is obsesaed with a desire

prove to Mildred that he is

significant man and not the an1mal

8

that she shrinks from.

But he feels bis dominanoe of the stokehole slipping away,
bis role as leader of the stokers eroding after Mildred's
rejection.

O'Neill heightens Yank's increasing alienation

by constructing a barrier between Yank and bis chorus.
Yank has always been the chorus
leaderj
now
the
stokers
are
all
against him.
The few words ut
tered by the chorus members
have,
repeatedly,
a
brazen metallic
quality as if their throats were
phonograph borns. 20
Mildred's disparaging remark now wholly dominates Yank and

~ Bairy~, p. 192.
20Tiusanen, ~'Heill'~ Soenic Images, p. 120.
19 0 'Ne111,
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creates feelings witbin bim which he cannot control.
otber stokers do not understand Yank's oonfusion,

The

nor bis

inability to laugh at tbe peculiarity of his confrontation
with Mildred.

Paddy's sarcastic jokes about the situation

underline the significance of the event.
'Twas love at first sigbt, divil a doubt
of
it.
If
you'd Been the endearing' look on ber pale mug
when sbe shriveled away witb ber
bands
over
ber
eyes to shut out tbe sight of him.
Sure, 'twas as
if she'd seen a great hairy ape escaped
from
the
zoo.21
The smug Paddy has understood from tbe very beginning that
Yank's identity was tied to tbe same degradations as his
own.
At this crucial point,
understanding correctly.
above Yank.

it is important to stage this

Paddy's knowledge places him

Bis position is unconsciously higher because

his comprehension 1s greater.
cally higher than Yank.

Thus,

Paddy must be physi

In my production,

a top bunk in the forecastle,
denote a supremacy of position,

I

placed him on

This was not meant to
but rather my desire to

impLY Paddy's superior comprehension of the situation.
During this entire scene,

it is Paddy's understanding

whicb clashes so obviously with Yank's anger and despair.
The otber stokers understand neither position clearly.
Long,

typically,

attempts to rationalize Mildred's

2'O'Nel1l, ~ Hairy~, p.

197.
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reaotions by employing a socialist explanation.

The otb

era are simply numb. Yet Yank's frustration is exacerbated
by Paddy's "wit.

n

Mildred bas immediately come to stand for everytbing
tbat Yank can never attain.
of light,

She 1s an archetype,

something be can not be.

a piece

Yank feels be must rid

himself of tbis apparition in order to reestablish his
validity in the world.
Youse all kin bet your shoits. 1 1 11 get
even
wit
ber.
I'll show ber if sbe thinks she--she grinds
de organ and I'm on the string huh?
I'll fix berl
Let
ber
come down again and I ' l l fling her in de
furnacel
She'll move den.
She won't
shiver
at
notbing den.
Speed, dat'll be ber.
She'll belong
den. 22
By now completely consumed with his desire for revenge,
Yank feels be must rid himself of his own feelings of
inSignificance.

The scene ends as Yank rusbes to the door

of the forecastle in a rage.
minus Paddy,

The four remaining stokers,

trap him and pin him to the table,

gesting still another degradation of Yank.
meat on a table,

doltl
berl

Yank now is

meat that must be controlled.

speeches convey bis extreme frustration:
She done me dolt,

didn't sbe?

I ' l l get her some wayl

thus sug

His final

nShe's done me

I ' l l git square wit

Git offen me, youse guysl

22 0 'Nell1, ~ Hairy~, p. 200.
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1 1 11 show ber who's an apel n23

Lemme up I

olimactic moment

that I

The second act of
with Yank's dovnfall.
expressionist
ing set.

deoided to end
~

~

Hairy

It is with this

the first

act.

deals specifically

It encompasses a greater variety of

teohniQues including a oontinuously dlstort

Scene design became an ever important factor in

the seaond act,

as I

felt it was tbe clearest vehiole

through which I

could immediately convey certain aspects

of the expressionist values of the play,

particularly that

the chaos in Yank's mind be clearly visible to the Budi
ence.

Mildred's statement 1n tbe previous act had so com

pletely cut

him off from bis prior existence that all bis

faculties were warping tbe physical reality of bis 8ur
roundings.

Yank was no longer sure of tbe existence of

his identity.

The evolution of tbe set design corresponds to tbe
disorientation of Yank's mind.
wonder
Yank 1s a Neanderthal Allee in a
bostile
land.
~bat an audience sees is a kind of reality
but distorted as it ml~bt be when filtered through
Yankle cODsclousness. 2
It was my feeling

that

the audience should be immediately

overwbelmed witb Fiftb Avenue, much as Yank is.

230lNeill,

24
p.

Bogard,
1 27 •

~ Hairy~,
Contour

~ ~:

p.

Thus,

I

201.

~

Plays

~

Eugene

~'Neill,
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decided to Use bright,

primary colors in my design of a

cUbist-like representation of tbe famous street.

Fiftb

Avenue was painted on three canvas drops without dimension
except tbat given to tbe length of the street which seemed
to stretch into 1nf1nity.

Dimensionlessnes8 was speoifi

cally cbosen to heighten the fragmentary nature of Fifth
Avenue and the society which peopled it.
ing 1s artificially gaudy,
ally unreal.

The whole feel

bright, insensitive,

and visu

Fiftb Avenue is a symbol of the perversities

and decadence of twentietb-century sooiety;

it represents

materialistic values and dimensionless personalities.
O'Neill's mind,

In

those who chose to identify with this

atmosphere were in "tawdry disharmony" with their own
identities.
The entrance of Yank and Long Into this scene relates
specifically to the design of tbe set.

The desired effect

is dramatic in tbe sense tbat it 1s clearly obvious tbe
two men are in a foreign environment.

Tbeir very dialogue

is indicative of this fact.
Long:
(indicating It all witb an oratorical
ges
ture)
Well,
'ere we
are.
Fif' Avenoo.
Tbis
lere's their bleeding' private lane, as yer might
say.
[bitterly]
Welre
trespassers
'ere.
Proletarians keep orff the grass.
Yank:
[DUlly) I don't see
no
grass,
yub
boob.
(staring
at the sidewalk]
Clean, ain't it.
You
could eat a fried egg offen it.
The white
wings,
got
some
job
sweep1n'
dis up.
[Looking up and
dowD the avenue--sur11ly]
Where's all
de
wb1te
collared
stiffs
you
said was
bere--and
tbe
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skolta--her kind?
Long:
In churcb blarst
give 'em more money.25

'eml

Yank Bnd Long do not feel
Avenue.

Arskln'

Yet,

to

that they belong on Fifth

Tbey are out of tbeir element,

valueS of another class.

Jesus

trespassing on the

for O'Neill,

it 1s this

implied alienation which 1s catalytically important to tbe
play.

Once the king of tbe stokehole,

nects bis identity to bis surroundings.

Yank no longer con
Bis obsession bas

led him out of tbe environment to which he felt
greatest affinity,

the

and into a world where even religion

has supposedly beoome a capitalist enterprise.
Long defines the ambiguities of Fifth Avenue as a
capitalist problem.
character,

Tbis classification is typical of his

yet atypical of O'Neill's philosophy.

denced in the first

act,

serious sympathies for
fact,

As evi

O'Neill did not seem to bave any

the Marxist/Leninist ideology.

In

in scene five--Long'a final appearance--O'Nelll

seems to be polisbing up tbe parodied character of aat
one.

Long 1s too ignorantly passionate about communism;

he declares that all the problems of America could be
solved within a communist framework.
sYmpathetic to some sort of reform,
ieally his opinions.
25 0 'Heill,

~ Hairy~, p. 203.

Altbough O'Neill was
Long's are not speoif
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It is my feeling that O'Neill used Long to form the
third aide of a philosophical triangle.
for Yank.

8e was a buffer

His suggestions tbat Yank adopt tbe communist

ideology as bis own 1s meant to add dimension to Yank's
dilemma.

Even wben it is clear that Yank will not cboose

political dogma as a means to create an identity,
ironic possibility--coupled with the distorted,

this

inhuman

surroundings of Fifth Avenue--frustrates Yank further.

Be

is trapped by his obsessional desire for revenge and his
inability to connect with either his own identity or the
unreal surroundings.
Long:
Just look at this 'ere bloomin' messl
Just
look
at itl
Look at the bleeding' prices on 'em
-more'n our 'ole bloody
stokebole makes in
ten
voyages
sweatin'
In'ell.
And
tbey--'er and fer
bloody clarss--buys 'em for toys to dangle on 'em.
One of
these 'ere would buy scoff for a starvln'
family for a yearl 26
There is no clear justification for the materialism
of Fifth Avenue.

It inoreases the disparity between the

individual and the self,

8S

money becomes a means by whioh

an individual can distance himself from the reality of bis
existence.

In actuality,

wbat occurs is that the 1ndivi

dual becomes a product of his possessions: he is wbat be
owns.

The soul vanishes in this type of existence.

O'Neill himself seems to be making this point
Long,

througb

who voices bis bitterness at the price of a monkey

260'Neill,

~ Hairy~,

pp.203-206.
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fur coat.

"Tbey wouldn't bloody well pay that for

ape's skin--no not for
lead,

acd body,

tbe 'ole livin'

and soul

'airy

ape witb all Is

tbrown in." 27 Long's Is a direct

referenoe to the inhumanity of the inhabitants of Fifth
AVenue.

This type of person would pay more for appearance

(a fur coat)

tban the life of another buman being (a hairy

ape).
Yank understands this phenomenon.

In fact,

it is the

only clear connection be makes between himself and Fifth
Avenue.

8e Is oognizant of the fact

that

the basis for

the artificial values of upper 01as8 America are purely
monetary.

8is desire is to defeat tbis assumed reality,

defeat wbich will reestablish bis identity.
Irony lies in the faot

O'Neill's

that Yank believes he can beat

system with his own physical prowess--just as he felt
did in the stokehole:

"Force dat's mel

the
be

De puncb datls me

28 Yank is impatient to justify his

every time,

seel-

eXistenoe.

8e wants to prove himself to the very people

be felt

a

took away bis feeling of belonging.

identify witb bimself again.

Yet,

Yank vants to

bis own naivete bas led

him to believe that he can aohieve tbis end througb pbysl

oal force.

In reality he is creating a deeper chasm

between himself and bis true identity.

27 0 'Neill, ll.e Hairy.Au,

p. 206.

~ Hairy~,

p. 207.

28 0 'Neill,

8is alienation
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becomes complete upon the entrance of the Fifth Avenue
sooialites.
It is at this pOint that I

chose to heighten the

expressionism of the play by employing masks.

O'Neill had

suggested that masks be used on all characters in the
plaYt

with the exception of Yank t

following scene three.

In ~ Hairy ~ a much more
extensive
use
of
masks
Would be of the greatest value in emphasiz
ing the theme of tbe play.
From
tbe
opening of
the
fourth
scene t where Yank begins to think, he
enters into a masked
world;
even
the
familiar
faces
of
bis mates in the forecastle bave become
strange and alien.
Tbey should
be masked,
tbe
faces
of
everyone
be encounters tbereafter t in
cluding the symbolic gorilla's.29
This technique was meant to immediately heighten and
underlie Yankts alienation,

a suggestion I

found confusing

in terms of the contrasting messages which would be con
veyed to the audience.

I felt it was wiser to use

dramatic expression--tbrough voice and body language--to
highlight Yank's alienation in scene four.
scene five,

However,

with

masking the Fifth Avenue men and women seemed

to me thematically appropriate and artistically correct.
The entrance of the Fifth Avenue socialites is the
culmination of O'Neill's condemnation of their values.
Witb tbe appearance of these men and women t O'Neill

justi

fies all of his previous criticisms concerning elitist

29Gelbs, ~tNeill, p.

496.
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values. Their very appearanoe embodies all the artificial
1ty of Fifth Avenue,
The crowd from church enter. sauntering slowly and
affectedly.
tbeir
heads beld stiffly up, looking
neither to right nor left.
talking
in
toneless,
simpering
voices.
The women are ••• overdressed to
the nth degree. The men
are
in
Prince
Alberts,
higb
bats,
spats,
canes,
etc.
A procession of
gaudy
marionettes,
yet
with
something of
the
relentless
horror
of
Frankenstein monsters
in
their detached mechanical unawareness. 30
O'Neill attacks this Fifth Avenue sense of identity
from all corners.
that

Through tbis description,

he implies

tbe elite are mechanized, depersonalized,

ized, materialistic,
They have no souls.

zealous,

commercial

androgenous ftmonsters."

O'Neill so labels them as suoh by

allooating to them only the title of "voices," They are
pure representatives of their class,

nameless creatures

who like automated robots are sensitive only to that wbich
1s directly tangible,

to tbat which controls their Jaded

sensibilities.
--we must organize a hundred per cent American ba
zaar.
--and let everyone contribute
percent of their income tax.

300'Nel11, ~ Bairy~, p. 207.

one

one-hundredtb
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--What an original ideal 31

The staging of tbis scene was perhaps tbe most d1ffi
QUIt of tbe entire play because of the mechanics involved.
I felt

that it was absolutely necessary that the Fifth

Avenue 800ia11tes give the appearance of being totally
unaware of everything that did not personally involve
them.

I wanted them to wander alone and occasionally 1n

pairs across the stage admiring shops and prices.

Yet

their ambling bad to seem imbued with a contrived purpose.
The men and WOmen had to walk with a sense of pretentious
meaning.

Indeed,

1n the play.
material,

that 1s the very essence of this moment

Appearance,

that which ie seen.

1s everything to these people.

the

They are oom

pletely unaware of anytbing else.
The masks help to create this effect.

They represent

the ultimate in an appearance-conscious society.

These

men and women are BO detached from their real identity and
eXistenoe that they oannot even bear to present their true
faces to the world.

The mask is a means of achieving for

mal detached expression of the artist's emotion coupled
witb a means of representing psychological

trutbs.

For O'Neill tbe mask has a symbolic
value,
which
not
too
far
removed
from that of the Greek
tradition.
For even tbough by the use of a
mask,
he wished
to
symbolize the essential duality of

1s

310'Ne111, ~ Bairy~, p. 207.
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man, let us not forget that man is before anything
else what he is under the mask, the cluster of in
stinate
and
complexities,
modern
psychology
presents to u8. 32
The Fifth Avenue socialites hide a great deal under
their masks.

Yet,

in their case,

the use of a mask is

also a vehicle for repression and ultimately escape from
their true selves.

These men and women have stripped

themselves of all individuality and fear any Bort of
introspection or self-enlightenment.
1n their pookets,
money,

and buy.

They put their hands

(or their pocketbooks),

take out their

Tbeir lives are based upon a series of

commeroial prospeots on which material objects are a God
to be reverentially worshipped.
It is into this atmosphere that Yank has thrust him
self,

a totally alien being.

Coupled with his alienation

is bis desire for revenge which results in bis need tor
antagonism.

Yank tries desperately to get the attention

of the Fifth Avenue socialites.
screams at them,

punohes them,

responses from them.

He runs into them,
and tries to solicit sexual

No one responds.

Fifth Avenue 1s

completely unaware ot the by-now raging Yank.

As the snobs

walk by and inspect the shop windows on Fiftb Avenue,

32

Yank

Eugene M. Waithe, -Eugene O'Neill:
An
Exercise
in
Unmasking ft
in ~'Neill: ~ Collection ~ Critical Essays,
ed, Jobn Gassner (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall,
'96~)1
p. 68.
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tries to get their attention witb tbe sbeer force of
physical presence.

bis

He tries to prove to these indifferent

men and women that his sense of belonging stems from his
unique strengtb.
Aw, g'wan de lot of youse!
Yuh give me
de
eye
ache.
Yuh don't belong, get mel
Look at me, wby
don't youse dare?
I belong dat's
mel
See dat
building
goln '
up
dere?
See de
steel
work?
Steel, dat's mel
Youse guys live on it
and
tink
yUb're
sumpt'n.
But 1 ' m in it, see l'm de hois
tin' engine dat makes it go upl
I'm 1t--de inside
33
and bottom of 1tl
Yank,

in tbis self-glorifying speech,

revivify his Bense of belonging.

pbysical

He believes that his

force bas given bim an absolute selr-ident1ty in

tbe world.

However, Fifth Avenue is oblivious to bis

dramatic remarks.

ever before,

The elite there continue

their

Yank becomes more completely alienated

indifferenoe,

tban

almost frantic because be bas lost his power

of persuasion,

bis ability to maneuver and control.

it 1s be who is being controlled.
11sb his identity.
Avenue 80cialites,
to

1s trying to

~recognize~

Yet ironically,

Yank needs to reestab

he needs the Fifth

ae representatives of Hildred Pierce,

his importance.

It is only tbrougb their

validation that Yank will again feel

33 0 'Neill, ~ Ba1rv~, p. 209.
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The inhumanity of Yankls situation cUlminates in a
final

vicioUS blow from the socialites.

Their attention

15 focused upon the two-thousand-dollar monkey fur coat
which had so shocked Yank and Long.
beauty, its uniqueness,
Yank.

its price.

They admire its
This insult infuriates

The individuals from whom he bad so desired recog

nition are now labeling him in the same way that Hildred
Pieroe did in the stokehole.

Yank's anger and frustration

is by now extremely intense.

In what resembles an almost

halluoinatory pathological state,

Yank tries to rip up the

cUrb of the street and hurl it at the socialites, obli
terating their existence forever,
that

they have bis.

mucb in the same way

He is kept from this destruction by a

man who runs into him while trying to catcb a bus.
bits the burrier,

Yank

tbe physical assault leading to Yank's

downfall and allowing for

the subsequent additional

repression.
Yank's crime was not the assult on the man,
he dared to get in the way of the elite.

but

that

Coupled with

this fact is that Yank has allowed himself to believe that
upper-class attention could define him.

In fact,

social

ites would admire his physical strength in the same way
that they admire the jewels on Fifth Avenue.
naivete,

Yank,

in his

is gUilty of contributing to his own demise.

punishment is greater than his imprisonment.

His

In bis own
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mind,

tbe upper class bas more fully validated

~be

fact

tbat he may just be wbat Kildred bas defined him ae
being--a bairy ape,

a filthy beast.

In high society's

be 15 nothing more than a minute incident in their

eyes,
day.

The sixth scene of
predecessors.
tbeme.

~

Hairy

~

compliments its

It is expressionistic in Bcene design and

I made the prison scene as dark as possible.

Thus,

all of the prison cells were designed with lights only,
with intangible bare,

created by the spectra of light.

I

fUrther accentuated the cavernous quality of the prison by
employing a large steel door at the upstage center area of
the theater.

Tbis door is opened only once--when Yank is

thrown into the prlson--and closed with a startling final
ity.

As a dramatic teohnique,

tbe final

slam reinforces

both the physical and mental gloom of the prison and
aocentuates Yank's disorientation and detachment from the
reality of bis surroundings.
prison cells,

I

felt,

would heighten Yank's distorted per

ception upon his surroundings.
deSign of scene five,

Using tbe bars of light as

It implies,

as did our

that Yank's obsession has warped his

ability to see things as they really are.
The voices of tbe prisoners,

(labeled only as

volces--an expressionist teohnique) project from the sba
dowed murkiness of tbe prison,

aocosting Yank from all
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sides.

This technique further accentuates Yank's aliena

tiOD. He is completely alone--in a prison--battered and
floundering,

"1 was a fireman--stokin' on de liners .•• I'm

a hairy ape, get me?

And I'll bust youse all in de jaw

'if you don't layoff kiddin' me.
no longer knows who be Is;
Mildred's definition of him.

"34 By this time, Yank

apparently

he haa accepted

It is olear tbat he is not

able to disSociate himself from her insult.

In his mind,

Yank views his situation as a reflection of the distlnc
tion whioh society has allotted him: he is a hairy ape.
And he is "caged" for it.
Yank's confidence seems to have completely vanished
in tbis scene.

Be has resigned

himself to allowing otb

era to oontrol his existence, a notion in sharp contrast
to his attitude in the stokehole (scene three of the first
act) in which any authority whatsoever was immediately
challenged by Yank.

In scene six, we are presented with a

completely different Yank.
~e

do see however, certain vestiges of the old eelf

confidence prone Yank,

particularly with regard to to his

obsession.
But I'll get back at her yet, you watchl
And if 1
can't find
her I'll
take it out on de gang sbe
runs wit •.•. I'll show her who belongsl
I'll show
her who's in de move and who ain'tl
You watch my

34 O'Neill, .I...h..e Hairy.A..lLe, p. 212.
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Tbis contradictory reaction 1s not an unusual one for
Yank.
one,

Yet,

if it 1s compared to the monologues of act

a pattern of disintegration can be seen.

prison,

Yank is more desperatej

his existenoe.

Now in

he senses the futility of

Yank gropes excessively in bis d1alogue-

searching for a way out,

for a release of bis frustration.

81s oonfidence is highest when be directs bls ambivalent
feelings to Mildred and the upper clsss.

Tbis Is an arena

with wbich be can relieve the self-created tension 1n bis
mind.
There 1s another opportunity which is made available
to Yank with the disoussion of the I.W.W.

These moments

in scene six were created as a foreshadowing of that wblch
is to come.

O'Neill's parody of the relationship between

the I.W.W. and the rest of society 1s particularly
interesting in that it favors neither side.

The following

quotation demonstrated O'Neill's irony about radicals and
reactionaries.

A ftvoice ft reads from a newspaper the pro

nounoements of a Senator Queen on the I.W.W.:
There Is a menace eXisting in thls
country
today
which
threatens the vitals of our fair Republic-
as foul a menace against tbe
very
life-blood
of
the
American
Eagle as was the foul conspiracy of
cataline against the eagles of
ancient
Rome ••.. I
refer
to tbat devil'a brew of rascals. jailbirds.
350lNeill. ~ 8alrY~, p. 214.
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murderers, and cut tbroats who
libel
all
bonest
working men by calling themselves the Industrial
Workers of tbe World; but in the
ligbt
of
their
nefarious plots, I call tbem the Industrial Wreck
ers of the World. 36
Witb this description of the I.W.W.,
sets up the aotion for

the next scene,

O'Neill not only

but he also under

lines the ridiculous pretensions of tbe conservative pollt!cian.

These reactionaries are as facist as they believe

the I.W.W.

to be terrorist.

In O'Neill's eyes,

neither

organization (conservative polit{cians nor the I.W.W.),

will allow a DumaD to live to disoover identity acoording
to their ideology.
the answer.

A title,

Yank,

however,

home in tbe I.W.W.,

no matter what it is,

is not

naively bopes to find a new

thus taking one more giant step

towards bis downfall.

Yank bas finally recognized the

bypoorisy tbat characterizes the Amerioan society.
not steel,

nor is be really a human being.

repressed,

forbidden to express his true self.

Be 1s

Be 1s

In tbis discovery there is also a reversal
and
a
further
complication.
Now Yank, fUlly realizing
bow unimportant he is, makes a complete obange
of
plans.
Instead of personal vendetta against Mil
dred be decides be wants to destroy tbe wbole sys
tem. 37

36

O'Neill,

~

Hairy

~t

p. 215.

37Cbeater Clayton Long, ~ ~ ~ Nemesis ~ ~
~ Selected Plays ~ Eugene ~'Nell1 {The Bague:
Newton & Co., 1968', p.90.

~tructure
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Yank truly believes that be can still beat the Ameri
can process.

This idea 15 just another example of the

complete distortion of his identity.

His behavior and

thought patterns are retrogressive.
destruotion--destroying all
whereas 1n act one,
constructor.
ideas.

Yank talks of

that be believed he built,

be glorified ultimately his role as

Yank's dialogue suggests two interconnected

The first is tbat society in its role as repressor

and policeman bas oontributed mightily to his downfall.
Tbis faot cannot be denied.

Yet Yank's personal relations

witb the very society which 15 helping to destroy him is
almost parasitic.

He allows himself to be directed down

the path of mechanized wortblessness which ultimately
leads him to his own self-destruction.

Yank no longer

voices bis belief in the strength and importance of steel,
neitber does he feel

that be is its representative.

He 1s

now firmly convinced that his identity will be found with
the "wreokers" of the I.W.W.
Tbe seventh scene of
tensions.

~

Hairy

~

This scene focuses sn ironic difference between

tbe reality of the I.W.W.

and Yank's oonception of it.

This illusion leads Yank even further
dOwnfall

is fraught with

towards his own

and is beigbtened by bis alienation wbiob is now

at a climax.

Yank believes tbat the I.W.W. is an organi

zation wb1cb will belp him destroy the Mildreds and her
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fellow elite who repress bim--speclfically tbe U.S.
works.

Naively,

Steel

he believes tbat tbe I.W.W. is dedicated

to revolutionary cbange 1n Amerioa.

Tbis misoonception is

consistent witb tbe tbeme of alienation in tbe play.
believing a revolutionary mytb of tbe I.W.W.,

Yank,

bas

adopted tbe organization as his own personal terrorist
81s entrance into tbe scene 1s indicative of tbis

group.
fact.

He 1s shocked by the tameness of his surroundings.

Yank opens tbe door Blowly, gingerly, as if afraid
of
an
ambush.
He looks around for secret doors,
mystery, is taken aback by tbe commonplaceness
of
tbe room and tbe men in it, tbinks he may have
gotten in tbe wrong place, tben sees tbe signboard
on tbe wall and is reassured. 38
Tbe ambiguity

whicb exists between Yank's peroeption

ot tbe I.W.W. and its reality must be conveyed to tbe
audience tbrough set design as well as acting technique.
It is important tbat tbe I.W.W. location seem ordinary.
Yet,

for

the expressionist purposes of the play,

neoessary to distort certain

I

felt it

pbysical aspects of the

warehOuse in order to compliment more fully the dilemna
whicb exists in Yank's mind.

Angles were aocentuated.

The metal of tbe walls was corrugated and in certain areas
resembled tbe blown out walls of a bomb shelter,

symbolic

of Yank's destructive desires:
Datls what I'm after--to blow up de

8
3 0 'Ne111,

~ Hairy~, p. 220.

steel,

knock
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all de steel in de woild up to de moon. 39
The lighting heightened this effect.

It refleoted a din

giness of space whicb was commensurate witb tbe ideologies
of the men who filled 1t.
The I.W.W. members were all masked--one mass-
consistent witb O'Neill's own stage directions as well as
my own interpretation of the theme of the play.
unmasked,

Yank,

obviously does not belong with the I.W.W., and

his "naked" face contrasts sharpiy with the masked
hypocritical paranoid) I.W.W. functionaries.

(i.e.,

Their pur

ported ideology was inconsistent with their bidden selves.
Tbey masked themselves to hide the person whiob existed
beneath the mask.

Their identities are two-fold.

The

masked man 1s an I.W.W. member (remaining within the law),
while the man beneath the mask is a reflection of a truer
self: the angry frustrated worker who believes tbat direot
violent action is the only means to gain a worthwbile end.
The mask Is,

therefore,

escape purposes.

The

a necessary vehiole to use for
I.W.W. members give tbe appearance

of civility, despite tbeir violent tendencies.
O'Neill's interpretation of the I.W.

W.

is similar to

his feelings about the Harxism of Long in act one.
eyes,

In his

this organization balds out no solutions to the

390lNelll, ~ HairY~, p. 224.
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problems of identity in twentietb-century society.
Indeed,

these individuals, masked as they are,

underline

the superficiality wbicb in O'Neill's opinion had pervaded
contemporary political radicalism.

Their identity as

I.W.W. members is not a valid definition of their need to
belong.

In fact

t

O'Neill seems to suggest tbat these men

do not belong at all.
identities for

Altbougb they are trying to create

tbemselves through their political actions,

they are consistently misunderstood and alienated by the
very SOCiety which they are trying to reconstruct and
penetrate. The masks of tbe I.W.W. members indicate that
tbey are neither prepared nor capable of throwing off the
oPPressive shackles of the process of the twentieth cen
tury.

Their masks tend to reinforce tbeir lack of connec

tion witb their supposedly anarchistic societal beliefs.
Yank's interpretation of the I.W.W.
masked members.

threatens the

Bie enthusiastic approval of their sup

posedly covert terrorist aotivities makes them increas
ingly suspicious.

Yank is completely UDaware of the fact

that bis definition of their organizatioD is not commen
surate with their desired appearance.
propriated phrase pushes Yank further
an inability to nbelong
nation.

Yank's final

N

Thus,

each misap

and further toward

and tbus toward increasing alie

error takes place when he confesses

bis desire to blow up the steel factory

and everytbing

t 11

connected with it.
the grOund,

He is immediately tackled,

thrown to

and accused of being a spy.

No by God you're sucb a bonehead I ' l l
bet you're
in
the
Secret
Servicel
Well you dirty spy, you
rotten agent provaoateur, you can go back and tell
whatever skunk is paying you blood money that be's
wasting his 001n. 40
Yank is thrown out of the I.W.W.
believe that he does not belong.

because the members
Yank's naivete had led

them to tbe conclusion tbat he was not what he appeared to
be.

The secretary of tbe organization unconsoiously vali

dates this fact when he calls Yank "a brainless ape"
before throwing him out tbe door.
This statement connects the I.W.W. with the same
false pretensions in Mildred Pierce and the Fiftb Avenue
80cialites.
I.W.W.

By defining Yank as an inferior animal,

the

has demonstrated tbe same lack of compassion which

is 80 evident in upper-clsss society.

O'Neill is stress

ing the inhumanity of all Americans toward other !meriCBns,

regardless of their position in society.

The

members of the I.W.W. are as intertwined witb the paranoia
of tbe clas8 system that tbey supposedly despise as tbe
Fifth Avenue socialites are to their money.

ThUS,

despite

tbeir seemingly worthwbile revolutionary intentions ,
I.W.W.

the

has become as corrupt as any of the otber groups

400lNeill,

~ Hairy~, p. 225.
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towards which O'Neill directs his contempt.
Yank can no longer play this game.

His experiences

since tbe stokehole bave led bim to a greater connection
with bis soul.

His increasing alienation bas led him even

closer to an understanding of the tailures of bis life SO
far.

Yet it is this revelation which is tbe impetus for

hi s downf all.
Dis ting's in your inside, but 1t a1n ' t your
bel
ly.
Feedin t
your face --sinkers and ooffee--dat
don't tOllch 1t.
It's way down--at de bottom.
Yub
can't
grab
it, Bnd yuh can't stop it.
It moves,
and everything moves.
It stops and de whole woild
stops.
Oat's
me now-- r don't tick, see?--I'm a
busted Ingersoll. dat's what.
Steel was me. and r
owned
de
woild.
How I ain't steel and de woild
owns me.
Aw, bell!
I can't see--it's
all
dark,
41
get me?
It's all wrong!
Yank recognizes tbe fact
bas no identity.
the steel.

that in society's eyes,

He can no longer relate absolutely to

nOsing the verbal image of steel,

himself as a victim of spiritual,
fine,

be

Yank sees

or if the word is too

mental dissatisfaction with the machine age.

His

longing is not to be satisfied with material goods
alone. n42 Yet Yank's obsessional need to reestablish bim
self within the framework of an organlzation--a group-
leads bim even closer to his tinal failure.

The O'Nel11ian

irony plays a large part 1n tbis revelation because

41

OINeill,

42Tiusanen,

~

Hairy

~,

~fNeill'~

p. 226.

Scenic Images,

p.123.
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at

this moment,

darkness,

during Yank's final

voyage into total

tbat he 1s able to see the oruel light:

fa11--8s

be bas always been destined

success,

in O'Neill's eyes,

to fail.

be will

Yank's only

will come if be connects with

the reality of his existence before his ultimate capitula
tion,

death.
Yank bas one final

final destination.

buman confrontation before his

It occurs hours after

tbe I.W.W.

inCident and is important in tbat-it immediately follows
his pleading with the "man on tbe moon"--the ligbt--to
give bim an answer:
1n1"43

"Where do I get off at,

where do I

fit

O'Neill responds with the entrance of a policeman

-a symbol of authority--the perfect representative of tbe
mecbanized twentieth-century society.
Yank's plea:

8ie response to

"Go to Hell. ft44

This banisbment relegates Yank to a mytbic place as
far

away from buman relations as be will ever get;

bas no identity on this earth.
in bis eyes,
knows that

He belongs in Hell.

Bell is tbe place from wbicb be sprang.

be can never return to the stokehole.

recognizes the fact
was not

tbat

44 o 'Neill,

Yet,
He

He

bis former super-stoker identity

a true connection with his human self.

430lNeill,

Yank

~ Hairy~,
~ Hairy~,

p. 226.
p. 228.
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Be is faced with a world where belonging has
lost
all
vitality
and become merely going tbrough the
proper motions, where be can have no
significance
because notbing
bas ••.. If tbe world is empty, so
is Yankj if it bas lost its harmony
witb
nature,
so
bas bei and his last vain effort to find some
tbing which will give meaning to existence ends in
deatb. 45
For all that,

Yank still does not understand which direc

tion he is meant
him.

to take.

Pew avenues are now open to

It 1s this ironic limitation which propels him

finally toward tbe monkey house at the zoo.
Since Act 1 scene 3 of

~

Bairy~,

it bas been

Clear that Yank is eventually destined to confront bis
nemesiS.

The eighth scene establishes this fateful oon

elusion.

Yank has been insulted,

derstood,

jeered at and taunted. By now,

defeated.

harassed, misun
he is completely

Be goes to the zoo with the idea tbat perhaps

he will find
compared,

beaten,

bis identity among those to wbom be has been

a pathetic gesture on bis part,

dence of the demise of Yank's spirit.

and clear evl

He cannot make a

"buman" connection in bis world.
The set design for
Yank's frame of mind.

this scene should compliment
I

took tbe expressionistic teob

niques one step further by designing cages wb1cb would
overwbelm tbe stage.

Steel is everywhere,

45 Eric Bentley, "Trying
Crit1cA: Voices

~'B~111'~

to
~

but not in the

Like O'Neill,"
Abroad, p. 150.

in

Eugene
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shape of regular bars.
Yank's mind,

this scene to work dramatically and

there must be very low intense lighting.

The time of day i8 just before dawn.
finally seeing tbe light.
tbe ape,

a refleotion of

a prison.

In order for
thematically,

It is distorted,

symbolic of Yank's

Witbin tbe largest cage sits

r

played as realistically as possible.

felt

tbat

it was tbematically neoessary to try to accentuate the
beast symbol.

Tbus,

r reqUired an ape costume.

Tbe ape

1s more than just a symbol of an oppressed animal,

he 1s

the natural repressed: a creature whose wild instincts and
yearnings for the wilderness bave been numbed by cap
tivity.

The ape shares a cage with the men and women of

the twentieth-century.

The only difference is that the

ape's cage is obviously tangiblej

be can feel

the bars

around bim.
The cborus plays a significant role in this scene.
Ita importance 11es within its accentuation of tbe sym
bolic significanoe behind Yank's demise.
regressed to an animalism like Yank's.
of primates.

The cborus bas
It is now a tribe

This change is rather ironic if the choruB

of Act I scene 1 is considered;
the representative chorus.

there the stokers were

By scene eight.

O'Neill

implies that even Yank's counterparts are monkeys.
react to bis outbursts,

They

ecboing his anger with tbeir waile

1 16

and screecbes.

Yank is a catalyst for their responses.

Tbis technique is another example of O'Neill's desire to
foreshadow Yank's demise.

His identification witb tbe

monkeys is 80 complete that even the evolut10nally infe
rior primates confirm Mildred Pieroe's whispered insult of
Act I Scene 3.
Yank's confrontation with the ape is his final
attempt to reconcile bimself to an identity wbicb be now
feels 1s bis.

Relinquisbing human identity is ,however,

mistake on Yank's part.
image of him.

Be bas accepted Mildred's beast

Yet an ape 1s a nontbinking animal,

inglY satisfied witb existenoe,
thinking,

seem

and when Yank turns to

even if it 1s bard and painful,

be is becoming

less and less a hairy ape.
Yub can't tink can yuh?
Yub
can't
talk
neider.
But
I
kin make a bluff at talkin' and tinkin' -
a'most git away wit it--a'most-- and
dat's
where
de joker comes 1n.
I ain't on oith and I ain't in
beaven, get
me?
I'm
in de middle
tryin'
to
separate
'em
takin'
all
de
waist puncbes from
bot b' 0 f 'em. If 4 6
Yank has finally recognized this place as bell.
BUffering.

He is

Tbis revelation sbould be startling and

overwhelming to tbe audience.

Yank's sensitivity emerges

from brute emotion into tbe light of understanding.
SUffering bas been monumental.

460'Neill,

~ Bairy~,

His

The agony is pitiable.

pp. 230-231.
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Yank's buman pain Bnd sensitivity,

are partioularly

significant with regard to tbeir relationsbip to Paddy's
pbilosophy.

Be bas finally understood wbat Paddy had said

regarding the dehumanization of a macbine civilization.
Yet,

for Yank,

tbis comprebension is not enough.

refuses to go baok to tbe stokehole,

He

as Paddy did,

and

reSigns bimself to a bell-on-earth type of existence.
During bis speecb to the ape,

Yank tells of tbe moment he

connected witb Paddy's philosophy:
I seen de sun come up.
Dat was pretty too -all
red Bnd pink and green.
I was lookin' at de skys
crapers -- steel -- and all de
ships
comin'
in,
sal1in' out allover de with -- and dey was steel,
too.
De sun was warm, dey wasn't no
clouds,
and
dere
was
a
breeze
blowin'.
Sure it was great
stuff.
I got it aw rigbt -- wbat Paddy said about
day being' de right dope -- only I couldn't get in
1t, see? I oouldn't belong in dat. 47
Yank has finally identified with nature and placed tbe
"steel" of bis existence in tbe proper perspective.

It is

these connections wbich establisb the answers to bis iden
tity for which he had been searching,
confrontation with Mildred.
enough.

at least since bis

Yet this revalation is Dot

It does not satisfy Yank's need to belong,

nor

does it gratify his desire to understand 80ciety's percep
tion of bis identity.

His SUffering bas led bim to

greater knowledge of himself.

However,

aware that

gained through the

tbis comprehension,

4 7 0 'Nel11,

~ Hairy~,

a

Yank is perfectly

pp. 229-230.
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sUffering, can not redeem a lifetime of progressive and
brutal numbing.

This knowledge will destroy Yank ratber

tban liberate bim.
Yank's direction in the play is regressive in the
sense that it is a return to a more primitive lifestyle.
Nevertheless,

it is a progressive evolution to tbe extent

tbat he is finally able to see himself clearly for
first

time in bis life.

bis eJCistenoe,
SUfferings.

however,

the

Tbe knowledge of the realities of
oan not

justify his miserable

Nor does it lessen the intensity of bis feel

ing at tbis moment.
American system.

Yank is enormously frustrated by tbe

Ultimately,

he does not understand wby

or where be 1s meant to fit in to the grand scheme of
things.
The truth,

according to O'Neill, is that individuals

can find no real identity in sooiety.

America

bas

evolved into a mechanized nation in which individual
characteristics are unnecessary and unproductive.
bas been relegated to tbe bottom rung.
more than be can produce,

Yank

Be is wortb no

a concept of capitalistic

eJCploitat1on typical of O'Neill. Be interprets economic
control and manipulation processes to be contrary to
America's fundamental

-democratic" prinoiples.

And Yank

is a victim of tbis repressive system. In spite of bis
fervent desires to

overcome tbe burden of bis eXistenoe,
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be was clearly destined to fail.
~

Hairy

~

reaches its ntailure" climax wben Yank

decides that be will attempt to make connections ODe last
time,

(with tbe ape).

and pbysically destroy tbe obstruc

tions of his existence.
Surel
Yub're reg'larl
you'll stick to de finisbl
Me'n' you, bub?--both' members of dis clubl
We'll
put up one last star bout dat'll knock
'em
offen
deir seatsl
Dey'll have to make de cages stronger
after we're troul 48

Tbis moment 1n the play is particularly patbetic in
that it demonstrates one man's desire to deny tbe 1nev1t
able failure of bis 11te.
strength,
bis plans.
tbat

but he ends up by allowing an ape to dominate
It 1s clear that Yank does not REALLY believe

tbe American aocio-economic system is going to bow to

his physical prowess.
all

Yank tries recharging bis

This fact

too often in tbe past.

bas been revealed to him

Still,

his persistence in

spite of bis dearly acquired knowledge,

increases tbe

audience's perceptione of his Buffering and frustration.
Yank no longer wishes to be caged like the ape,
he believe that tbe ape should be caged.

Sooi sty has

caged the ape because it is fascinated with,
find a way of relating to,

but oannot

the essential brutality,

primitive nature of all men.

48 0 'Neill,

nor does

~ Hairy~,

p. 231.
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The ape represents tbis natural quality,

and Yank bas

tbe potential at any rate of being its buman physical
Counterpart.

However,

progressivly possible.

his decision and actions are not
His desire to pbysically overwhelm

American sooiety in faot is not inconsistent

~itb

the

delusive Buper-stoker qualities of his former definition
of self.
moll.

Yank'S thougbts and actions are in constant tur

Be cannot dissociate the knowledge acquired from

his Buffering from his physical actions.
sistency is fatal

This 1noon

to Yank.

Yank releases tbe ape from the cage unconsciously
convinoed that he will be killed by the beast. Neverthe
less,

on a oonscious level.

be makes an effort

to deny

this death wisb.
Pardon from
de
governorl
Step
out
and
Shake
bandsl
I ' l l take yub for a walk down Fif' Avenao.
We'll knock 'em offen de olth
and
croak wit
de
band
playin'
Come on, Brotber.
Sbake--de secret
grip of our order. 49
His freeing of the ape symbolically suggests a freeing of
bis own self.

And tbe handshake ls once again emblematic

of Yank's ironic need to nOoDnect

ft •

O'Neill,

typically

takes the theme one step further to include Yank'S only
Possible occasion for liberation,

and tbat is his death.

Yank by now bad realized this fact.

490'Meill,

~ Bairy~,

p. 231.

As the

gorilla
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crushes Yank,
and witbin

~he

the only thing that is purged within bim,
audience as well,

is the tremendous suffer

ing tbat 1s lifted from Yank 1n death.

O'Neill's final

meSsage to the audience 1s one of total pessimism.

His

statement overtly denounces all tbose who have ohosen to
adopt the false values of twentietb century America
their own,

8S

and be implies a direct link between the

suffering/ultimate revelation of Yank and the possibili
ties of "belonging" in a society which Ultimately denies
him any identity.
Yank's death suggests that the zoo may be the only
"society" in which be could truly belong.
implies as much 1n the final
play:

O'Neill himself

stage suggestions of the

aHe [YankJ slips in a heap on the floor and dies.

The monkeys eet up a chattering and whimpering wail.
perhaps,

And

the Hairy Ape at last belongs.· 50 The chattering

and wailing of the monkeys reinforces this conclueion.
Society had destroyed Yank,

but at the same time he

had allowed himself to be destroyed.
cile this dilemma.

All men and women are ultimately

pulled in two opposing directions:
their eXistenoe,

O'Neill cannot recon

toward the reality of

and toward tbeir dreams.

The conflict

can be fatal if an individual wishes to disoover truth by
searching exclusively on either side.
SOOtNe!ll, ~ 8airy~, p. 232.
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concentration on industrialization. and seeming
of Individuality balked at O'Neill's definition.
However, some were touched "by the plight of Yank
and understood it as a symbolic representation 0
their own. Yank believed he belonged-that he ha
an important, sig~ifigant place in society.
All the people Yank encounters. excluding t
who share his position In society, prisoners and
stokers wear masks. They are totally devoid. t
are one dimensional symbols of the lack of 'ndlY
which prevaded and continues to prevade in 20t~
century society.
I have chosen to direct "The Hairy Ape" be
not only is it important as an experimental play
a work of art, but because the play has an Impor
message for all of us. As Individuals we must.
Yank does. try to come to terms with who we are
where we belong.
-Susan A. Perry

Conclusion
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An essential part of my insight into the work of
Eugene O'Neill was gained through my direction of
Hairy~.

~

The production was tbe core of this O'Neillian

experience and allowed for further exploration of
O'Neill's life

well as the times and surroundings wbich

8S

influenoed him.

O'Neill's complexity as a dramatist lies

within his ability to penetrate into the inner oonscious
ness of mankind.

Through the written word.

be expresses

feelings which echo the sufferings of the soul.

The dif

ficulty for a director is the realistic representation of
these discoveries.

In

~

Hairy~,

Yank,

representative of the American individual,

clearly a
is the vehicle

through which O'Neill presents his perceptions.

O'Neill's

message is most effectively communicated through the
dramatic performance.

I conclude by submitting the pro

gram from my February 1985 produotion of

~

8airy

~.
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